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Abstract
Today, small distributed power generation (DG) systems are becoming more common as the need for electric
power increases. Small DG systems are usually built close to the end-user and they take advantage of using different
energy sources such as wind and solar. A few examples are hybrid cars, solar houses, data centers, or hospitals in
remote areas where providing clean, efficient and reliable electric power is critical to the loads. In such systems, the
power is distributed from the source side to the load side via power electronic converters in the system. At low and
medium power applications, the task is often left to single phase inverters where they are the only interface between
sources connected to DC bus and loads connected to an AC bus. Much has been done for the control of single phase
inverters in the past years; however, due to the requirements of stand alone systems and the time-varying nature of the
converter, its controller design is still quite difficult, and especially so if its critical functionality within the system is
taken into consideration. Part of the challenge is also due to the fact that the load is not known at all time, further
complicating the controller design.
This thesis proposes a different method of control for single phase inverters used in low and medium power
DG systems. The new control method takes advantage of the well-known DQ transformation and analysis mostly
employed for three phase converters’ analysis and control design. Providing a time-invariant model of single phase
inverters is the main feature of DQ transformation. In addition to that, control design of the inverter in DQ frame
becomes similar to those of DC-DC and three phase converters making it easier to achieve superior performance under
different operation conditions while achieving a robust controller.
The transformation requires at least two independent phases for each state variable in the system; thus a
second phase must be created. This thesis proposes the creation of an imaginary circuit based on the real circuit of the
inverter to provide the second required phase for transformation. The state variables of the imaginary circuit are
obtained by differentiating the state variables of the main inviter’s circuit. The differentiation can be implemented in
DSP so there is no need for additional hardware in the system, making it more attractive and cost effective method.
The DQ controller not only provides superior transient response, it also provides zero steady-state error as
well as low output voltage THD under nonlinear load operation. The entire controller can be implemented in a digital
control board which is becoming more common in power electronics converters within the past decade. Analysis and
design of a DQ controller for a 2.5kW single phase full-bridge inverter is presented in this study with the final results
implemented in a FPGA/DSP based digital controller board.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1

Hybrid Distributed Generation Systems
Increasing cost of fossil fuel coupled with global warming and increasing demand

on electric energy in ever growing world economies due to globalization and
industrialization give the concept of Hybrid Distributed Generation Systems (DG) a new
meaning. Energy is critical for human existence and, when used efficiently and wisely,
can help to reach sustainable development goals. Although it is customary to view
energy solely in terms of its supply and consumption, the real value of energy and of
electricity, in particular, lies in its ability to provide services like lighting, cooking,
motive power and transport. Traditionally, large coal and oil energy plants are the
primary methods of generating electricity while large distribution networks transfer the
power to the end-user often located in long distance densely populated areas. Although
such method has been dominating the market, it lacks the reliability, efficiency and
security necessary where millions rely on a single-source provider. Even with 99.9%
reliability, 8 hours of power outage in a year is expected and such margin is not
acceptable for critical loads such as airports, hospitals and military applications [1]-[5].
Smaller hybrid energy plants closer to the end-user consisting of multiple energy sources
are emerging as an alternative to large energy and distribution plants with competitive
cost and improved reliability and security.

In most cases where a high degree of

reliability is expected (higher than 99.9%), hybrid systems run as back-up power network
in parallel with the grid, essentially increasing the reliability of the entire system such
that no power outage is expected under any condition. With coal, oil, natural gas, hydro,
nuclear and biomass mostly used in larger energy plants, geothermal, fuel-cell, small
hydro, wave generator, wind and solar are used in smaller hybrid power plants where
solar and wind have the fasted growing power generation option in terms of their share in
hybrid systems today. A hybrid power plant can be as small as a medium power wind
turbine combined with solar panels and batteries providing power for a single house,
easily managed, upgraded and controlled [6].
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Hybrid DG systems can add to supply diversity and thus lead to improvements in
overall system adequacy. DG’s contribution is often assessed by comparing the DG
solutions to the traditional solutions. In this traditional comparison, emphasis are often
placed upon the reliability of the DG system itself and the argument is sometimes made
that the DG capacity cannot be counted because it is not 100% reliable due to
uncontrolled nature of the source of energy. However, there are two other factors that
must be taken into consideration for this comparison to be useful. First, multi-source DG
system provide an element of diversity that has an improved reliability compared to a
single-source DG system, and second, the traditional alternatives are also not 100%
reliable. Study has shown that a distributed network of smaller sources provides a greater
level of adequacy that a centralized system with fewer large sources, reducing both the
magnitude and duration of failures [7].

1.1.1 Isolated Communities and Rural Energy Context
Of the approximately two billion people who are estimated to have no access to
electricity, many live in rural areas or in remote communities that are unserved by the
conventional electricity grid. The percentage of people with grid-based electricity varies
widely: it is over 95% in mature market economies and 5-20% in low-income countries.
In some countries, like India and South Africa, a large number of people live within easy
reach of the grid, but are either not able to pay for a connection or are deterred by the
extremely poor quality and reliability of supply [8][9]. Two major challenges are low
load density and low load during off-peak hours which are frequent barriers to extending
the grid especially to remote areas. Widening access to electricity represents a major
challenge and an opportunity to implement new institutional approaches and technologies
to provide affordable energy services through decentralized energy systems or back-up
grid extensions. The selection of the most appropriate options however depends on the
socio-economic conditions and resources available in the area or the country [6][7].
Small hybrid distributed generation systems provide a simple, flexible and costeffective solution to extend energy services to remote areas. They include household
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lighting systems and mini-grids powered by diesel generating sets, small steam or gas
turbines, micro-hydel units, windmills coupled to generators, modified engines using biofuels coupled with generators and photovoltaic systems. These technologies also can be
used for rural industry to meet agricultural needs like crop processing or water pumping
as well. Rapid improvements in technology and organizational learning have made
systems based on renewable energy (small biomass and hydro, solar and wind)
increasingly attractive. Such mini-grid systems have the potential reliance on local
renewable energy sources, quick implementation, portability and modularity, little or no
fuel costs and transmission/distribution losses, decreasing cost with technology
advancements and the possibility of steeper cost reductions through expanding markets
with a few examples shown in Fig 1.1.
Diversified multi-source configuration is the key to reliability and effectiveness
for such hybrid energy autonomous systems. Solar houses, hospitals, cell-phone towers
in remote areas are some of the examples which can benefit from more reliable, efficient
and secure energy supply [6][7]. Critical emergency equipments used to respond in areas
hit by natural disasters such as heaters, lights, and communication equipments can also
use hybrid energy sources to their advantage.
Today, there are two different approaches for such hybrid systems, distributed or
centralized. When a distributed method is desired, many separate power converters
operate in parallel to supply power to critical loads with increased flexibility and
reliability in the system due to redundancy and easy upgrades to higher power levels.
This modular approach is shown in Fig 1.2. Although seems attractive and logical to use,
load sharing between separate units has to be very fast and precise because of the fast
dynamic response of each module. In practice, this load sharing is difficult to achieve
and require very fast and complicated digital controllers. Furthermore, monitoring of the
entire system is difficult and requires specially trained staff which makes this approach
more unique for larger systems.
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Fig 1.1 Examples of small stand alone hybrid systems [6].

Fig 1.2 A distributed hybrid system

In centralized approach, one large power converter (inverter) supplies all the
loads with the main goal ensuring the continuous operation of the system rather than the
operation of specific critical loads with an example shown in Fig 1.3. This approach is
more desirable for industry and utility applications. The initial lower cost coupled with
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low and easy maintenance makes it more attractive especially in the applications where
cost makes a huge impact [8][10][11][12].

Fig 1.3 A data center represented as a stand alone centralized hybrid system[61]

1.1.2 Selected Stand Alone Hybrid System
A centralized autonomous hybrid system has been selected for this study as it is a
more practical application aimed for hybrid DG systems used in remote areas due to its
lower initial cost and maintenance for medium power applications. An example of such
system is shown in Fig 1.3 where it represents a typical small data center or a hybridpowered house. This 2.5kW system contains multiple sources and loads with both DC
and AC buses. The low voltage 48Vdc bus is connected to a 120Vrms 60Hz bus via a
single phase full-bridge inverter providing energy for all the loads as well as cooling
system. Because the inverter does not need to interact with the power grid, it will be
acting as a stand alone power converter. In such applications, the output voltage of the
inverter can be directly controller compared to grid connected inverters where the output
voltage is dictated by the grid. A front-end DC/DC isolated boost converter also provides
a boost in voltage from 48Vdc to 300Vdc for the input of the single phase inverter. In
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addition to that, the batteries act as an energy source for when both solar and wind energy
sources are not available, further increasing the overall reliability of the system. This
thesis focuses on the control of the single phase inverter used in the above application
with more details given in the following sections [7][10][13].

1.2 Thesis Objectives and Outline
It is the goal of this thesis to introduce a new method of control for single phase
full-bridge inverters through utilization of the well-know Direct-Quadrature (DQ)
analysis and control design used mostly for three phase converters [14]-[22]. The focus
of this thesis is to introduce additional control method with superior dynamic response
and performance as the existing methods even under no-load and nonlinear load
operations. With analysis and control design described in the later chapters, the proposed
controller is verified both with simulation and hardware implementation.
Chapter 1 of this thesis details the application and motivations of this work while
Chapter 2 covers the principles of single phase full-bridge inverter and its operation
including its model and differential equations.

Chapter 3 focuses on DQ model

derivation and control analysis of the inverter based on the creation of a secondary circuit
which provides the second required phases for transformation.

In addition to that,

simulation results from both DQ and switching models validate the performance of the
proposed control method. Finally, Chapter 4 presents hardware setup and experimental
results of a 2.5kW single phase full-bridge inverter prototype with DQ controller
implemented in a FPGA/DSP based controller board with conclusion and future work
covered in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

1.3

Evaluation and Performance of Single Phase Full-Bridge

Inverters
Several factors are used to evaluate inverters in hybrid system applications. First
and most important factor is quality of the output voltage. This voltage should be
sinusoidal with low THD, usually less than 5% even when feeding non-linear loads. In
addition, the inverter is expected to have good transient response under transients caused
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by the load, maintaining superior regulation of output voltage under any condition.
Efficiency and cost have also a part in evaluation of different inverters and can impact
both topology or control method selected for the inverter [2][7][10][11][24]-[26].
In centralized approach, inverter is the most critical component in the system
which makes the control design critical as well. Much has been done for control of single
phase inverters in the past years; however, due to requirements of standalone systems and
the nature of the converter, its controller design is still quite difficult, and especially so if
its critical functionality within the system is taken into consideration.

Part of the

challenge is due to the fact that the load is unknown, further complicating the control
design process. Given that the inverter has also time-varying nature makes the situation
more difficult from the control design standpoint [5][20][27]-[30].

1.4

Existing Control Methods
Over the past 15 years many advance control methods were introduced, all aiming

to control the instantaneous output voltage of single phase inverter with superior dynamic
response as well as zero steady-state error at the fundamental frequency of the converter.
Several of these methods are introduced in the following sections.

1.4.1 Single Voltage Loop Control Method
This method uses a single feedback loop to regulated output voltage of the
inverter, ignoring the fact that the inverter has a time-varying nature. The output voltage
is compared with a sinusoidal reference which creates an error. This error is then
compensated to create a sinusoidal duty reference for the modulator. Although this
approach is easy to design and implement, it does not provide good regulation of output
voltage especially under nonlinear loads. Steady state error will also exist due to the
finite loop gain of the controller at the fundamental frequency of the converter
[10][24][31][32].
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Fig 1.4 Block diagram of a single voltage loop feedback

1.4.2 Multi-Loop Control Method
Better performance can be obtained using a multi-loop control strategy where
both output voltage and inductor current have a feedback loop.

The current loop

considers being the inner loop and has a faster response than the outer voltage loop. The
reference of the current loop is created from error in the voltage loop.

The inner loop

provides fast dynamic response for the inverter as well as damping of the resonant
peaking cause by the output filter making it easier to close the outer voltage loop with
higher bandwidth[10][13][24]. This approach still lacks the expected superior regulation
of output voltage since time-varying nature of the inverter is not considered[31][32].

Fig 1.5 Block diagram of a multi-loop controller for single phase inverter

1.4.3 Predictive Control Method
This method utilizes prediction and optimization to minimize the error in the
output voltage. Such Control method predicts the behavior of dependent variables in
system (i.e. output) with respect to the changes in system’s independent variables (i.e.
inputs).

Predictive controllers are based on predictive control concept that was

introduced in late seventies by Richalet [33] and Cutler and Ramaker [34]. They are
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based on prediction of future behavior of the system assuming that a model of the system
is available. Predictive controllers provide better performance and regulation compared
to the first two methods described above; however they require continuous knowledge of
load making it difficult to be used in stand alone hybrid system applications where
knowledge of load is not ensured at all time [35][36][37]. In [38], the author proposes a
discrete predictive controller which predicts the switching positions such that the switchmode circuit is driven closer to the desired state at the end of each sampling period. In
such method, a final predicted circuit must be defined for every switching condition; thus
k possible combinations must be considered making the analysis difficult. Different
approach is taken in [39] where a disturbance observer-based deadbeat controller is
presented and prediction technique is used to solve the one period delay presented in
digital implementation since without considering this delay, a high frequency component
oscillation will be presented in output voltage. In this paper, load current is treated as a
disturbance and the observer will estimates the load current based on feedback and
feedforward loops. Such control technique shows improved response and stability for the
overall system under load transients and nonlinear load operation given the observer is
carefully designed.

1.4.4 Deadbeat Control Method
Deadbeat control techniques have been applied for many years under different
versions [26][40]-[45]. Although deadbeat control can theoretically provide the fastest
response for a digital implementation, the method does have the disadvantage of a very
high gain, which makes it extremely sensitive to the system noise. Deadbeat controllers
have also the disadvantages of dependency on converter parameters. With imperfect
estimation or variation of inverter parameters, the performance of the controller is
affected more so than other methods.
An analog control system can achieve faster dynamic response if its close-loop
poles can be moved farther into the left half of the s-plane. In the extreme case, the
analog system can respond as fast as possible if the poles are located at -∞.
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Unfortunately, such analog systems are not realizable since it is impossible to design a
continuous-time system with a proper transfer function in which all poles are placed at ∞. This however is possible in a digital control system. Employing a Zero-order-hold,
ZOH pole mapping

z = e sTs

(1.1)

where Ts is the sampling period, gives the relationship between continuous and discrete
time systems. Notice that a pole at s=-∞ in s-plane corresponds to z = 0 in z-plane.
Therefore; it is possible for a digital control system to achieve its fastest response if all
the close-loop poles are place at the origin of the z-plane. The technique of placing all
the poles of a discrete-time system at zero is referred as deadbeat control. Notice that this
method is unique to digital control systems and not analog control systems.
Early works [42][43] have derived the deadbeat solutions based on linear models
of the load while considering computational delay of the system; therefore their
performances deteriorate when a nonlinear load is applied. In [41] the assumption of a
linear load is dropped but the voltage and current loops are analyzed individually and the
effect of discretization on the PWM inverter is not taken into account. Consequently, the
disturbances in the current and voltage loops cannot be totally eliminated and the THD
content for nonlinear loads is still high. Analysis of these approaches shows that, even
with one pole at origin, there is another pole with a magnitude slightly less than unity
which gives rise to a slow and oscillatory response [45]. The author in [44] employs a
deadbeat control method both on output voltage and inductor current while a state
estimator is used for the compensation of the digital delay with a disturbance observer
utilized for estimation of the load current. This method improves the drawbacks of
deadbeat controllers compared to early works; however, the performance of the controller
is now depending on the proper design of the observer itself. In [40], the author proposes
a deadbeat controller which provides excellent disturbance rejection and fast dynamic
response by using accurate disturbance and feedforward decoupling method while taking
into account the effect of discretization while voltage and current controllers adapt their
structure to different types of load. Again this approach provides good response under
load transients as well as non-linear operation however both voltage and current
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controllers must be able to adapt to different load requiring a knowledge of the load at all
time.

1.4.5 Sliding Mode Control Method
Sliding control method is a variable structure control strategy where a manifold is
selected so that the system trajectory exhibits desirable behavior when confined to that
manifold. The feedback gain is then determined so that the system trajectory intersects
and stays on the manifold. In principle this type of control forcibly constrains the system,
by suitable control strategy to stay on the sliding surface in which the system will exhibit
desirable features. The so-called chattering phenomenon is a disadvantage of this control
method. The chattering could cause by the presence of parasitic dynamics in series with
the plant or the non-idealities of the switches causing a small high-frequency amplitude
oscillation to appear around the sliding manifold. It must be noted that these parasitics
are most often ignore in control design stage to help simplify the process. In general,
sliding mode control provides a great dynamic response for the system as well as low
output voltage distortion under nonlinear load operation making it one of the more exotic
control methods that can be done for single phase inverters if carefully designed so that
the chattering phenomenon is minimized and eliminated [46]-[50].
Although analog sliding mode controllers are realizable, they require a very
complex analog circuitry and it is much easier and cost effective to implement it in digital
based controllers. Both [46] and [47] propose discrete sliding mode control method
rather than conventional sliding mode controllers where the most important difference is
finite value of the switching frequency in design.

Furthermore; the author in [50]

proposes a dual-loop control structure, with a current predictor utilizing the error of the
output voltage to estimate desired inductor current while a current controller is adopted to
regulate the inductor current. The current predictor has a faster dynamic than the current
loop and it is insensitive to load variation with the current controller alleviating the
chattering caused by the controller. The author has addresses the chattering phenomenon
as well as load insensitivity while achieving desired dynamics for the overall system.
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Although each of the methods described above can be designed to give desired
outcome, this thesis will now focuses on a different type of control method, one that is
very well known and has been used for many years but not for single phase inverters.
Chapter 3 includes a detailed design of this new control method with all analysis and
simulation results shown.
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Chapter 2 – Single Phase Full-Bridge Inverter Principles

2.1

Inverter Topology
Single phase inverters are used where transformation from DC to AC voltage is

required; more precisely inverters transfer power from a DC source to an AC load. The
aim is to create a clean and reliable AC voltage where only a DC source is available.
Inverters are most often used as uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) in medical
facilities, life supporting systems, data centers, computers, emergency equipments,
telecommunications, industrial processing, online management systems, adjustable-speed
AC drives, automobile applications, and in AC appliances for houses. When used as
UPS, providing uninterruptible, reliable and high quality power for vital loads becomes
critical. They in fact add an extra layer of protection for essential loads against power
outage, as well as over-voltage and over-current conditions [6]-[10].
The single phase full-bridge inverter of Fig 2.1 is the basic circuit used to convert
DC voltage to AC. AC output voltage is created by switching the full-bridge in an
appropriate sequence. The output voltage of the bridge, vac can be either +Vdc, -Vdc or 0
depending on how switches are controlled.

Fig 2.1 Single phase full-bridge inverter topology and its waveforms
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Notice that both switches on one leg can not be ON at the same time; otherwise a
short circuit would exist across the DC source which will destroy the switches or the
converter itself. Table 2.1 summarizes all the possible switching combinations for the
single phase inverter and their corresponding created full-bridge voltage, vac.
Table 2.1 Switching combination for single phase full-bridge inverter

Mode

S1

S2

S3

S4

I

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

0

II

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

-Vdc

-

III

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

+Vdc

-

III

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

0

2.2

vac

Note
Freewheeling

Freewheeling

Power Stage Design
This thesis focuses on the single phase full-bridge inverter topology of Fig 2.2.

The inverter interfaces a 48V DC-bus in a stand alone hybrid system to a 120Vrms ACbus providing AC voltage for loads such as servers and the cooling system. Due to the
buck nature of the inverter, an isolated DC-DC boost converter is used to step up the 48V
DC-bus to 300Vdc. From this voltage a single phase 120Vrms voltage is created by the
inverter using either bipolar or unipolar pulse-width modulation. The output low-pass
filter of the inverter consists of an inductor and a capacitor with their equivalent series
resistances, RL and Rc. In addition to that, an input decoupling capacitor, Cin is used to
filter the noise on DC-bus. Notice that the load of the inverter is either a linear load or a
nonlinear load depending on the application.

Fig 2.2 Single phase full-bridge inverter’s topology
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2.2.1 Switching Devices
A single phase full-bridge inverter contains four switching blocks. Each block
consists of a semiconductor switch such as a MOSFET or IGBT and an anti-parallel
diode. Increase of switching frequency and reduction of semiconductor power losses are
always critical in design process of any power electronic converter. Converter topology
and its application, DC link voltage, current and voltage rating, conduction and switching
losses are the factors used to select devices for switching converters.

Ideally a

bidirectional voltage/current switch with lower total losses at higher switching
frequencies is desired. Most common switches used in switching power supplies are
IGBTs and MOSFETs which have similar characteristics. Both are voltage controlled
devices and can be turned on or off by applying certain voltage to their gate-source
(emitter); therefore the gate driver design is also similar for both.

In terms of

performance in high power applications like power supplies MOSFETs can become
prohibitively expensive, thus IGBTs offer a more cost-effective solution. Due to the
higher usable current density of IGBTs, they can usually handle two or three more times
the current than a typical MOSFET making them more attractive for high power
applications; although the gap between these two types of switches are getting closer than
ever as each device is improved. IGBTs are selected as the preferred switching devices
for the single phase inverter shown in Fig 2.2 and they are described in chapter 4 in more
details.
As mentioned above one of the factors contributing to the selectoin of the
switches are the losses of the device due to its switching and conduction. Theoretically,
switching and conduction losses of the inverter can be calculated. Using a first order
model of an IGBT, the conduction losses of the switch and diode can be found as a
function of the output current. IGBT and diode voltage drops as a function of output
current are shown in (2.1) and (2.2) while switching losses are given in (2.3).

⎛ 3 mf
⎞
⎞
⎛ 1 mf
+
VIGBT (I out ) = VCEsat ⎜⎜ +
pf ⎟⎟ + I out RCE ⎜⎜
pf ⎟⎟
4
⎠
⎝π
⎝ 8 π 3π
⎠
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⎛ 3 mf
⎞
⎞
⎛ 1 mf
−
VDiode (I out ) = V f ⎜⎜ −
pf ⎟⎟ + I out Rak ⎜⎜
pf ⎟⎟
4
⎠
⎝π
⎝ 8 π 3π
⎠
PSW =

1

π

(E

on

+ Eoff + E d )

Vdc iˆL
fs
Vref iref

(2.2)

(2.3)

where VCEsat is the IGBT’s threshold voltage, m f is the modulation index (see section
2.2.3), RCE is the IGBT’s differential resistance, pf is the load power factor , V f and
Rak are the diode’s threshold voltage and differential resistance respectively. IGBT’s
energy turn-on, Eon and energy turn-off, Eoff as well as diodes energy turn-off, Ed due to
diode’s reverse recovery charge current are usually found in the datasheet and used to
calculate the approximate switching losses of the device. It is worth mentioning that load
)
current is assumed to be sinusoidal and iL is the peak of the line current [51][52].

2.2.2 Output Filter Design
Output voltage of the full-bridge is filtered using a low-pass filter to create a
clean output sinusoidal voltage. The cutoff frequency, fc of that low-pass filter is usually
desired to be around 1kHz to 2kHz to eliminate high frequency harmonics of output
voltage. Notice that lower cutoff frequency means larger inductor and capacitor; hence
increasing losses in the filter as well as size and cost of the inverter directly. Equation
(2.4)

gives the relationship between cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter and its

components, inductor and capacitor.
fc =

1
2π L f C f

(2.4)

Voltage and current harmonics restrictions are the two main characteristics which
derive the design of the output filter. With that in mind, size, cost and losses also dictate
how far a designer can push the limits of the freedom he has in the design. Can he live
with more losses (at the fundamental frequency) and bulkier filter but less harmonics in
the output or perhaps he prefers reduction in losses (at the fundamental frequency) in
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expense of slightly larger harmonics to be presented in the design. Notice that power loss
inside the filter will eventually becomes heat and if enough heat is generated, additional
heatsink or cooling system is required. A smaller filter typically yields faster response
and a lower output impedance; but at expense of higher distortion in the steady state. The
following two equations define rms voltage and current harmonics of the LC output filter
of a single phase full-bridge PWM inverter while Fig 2.3 illustrates the normalized
relationship between the modulation index of the converter and the harmonics generated
[53].

V
= dc
Lf s

I LrmsH

VCrmsH

⎛ 2 16 3 3 4
mf + mf
⎜ mf −
π
3
4
⎜
24
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛ 2 15 4 64 5 5 6
m − m +
m − m
Vdc ⎜ f 4 f 5π f 4 f
⎜
=
LCf s2 ⎜
1440
⎜
⎝

(2.5)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2.6)

0.07
0.07

0.056

( m f)
V CrmsH ( m f )
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Fig 2.3 Modulation index vs. rms voltage and current harmonics of the inverter

It can be seen from Fig 2.3 that modulation index has an effect on the harmonics
with maximum harmonic created around modulation index of 0.6. To farther simplify the
analysis of the filter, the following assumptions are made:
•

DC input source voltage is ripple free

•

Switching devices are ideal with no parasitic
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•

Load is linear

•

Inductor and capacitor series resistors are ignored in the harmonic
analysis

Although size and cost sometimes drive the filter design, in this study harmonics
are given higher priority over size and cost. Following equations are derived from a
simple ideal buck converter and used to find the proper values for inductor and capacitor
for this study [32].
L=

C=

Vdc − Vout _ rms
2ΔiL _ rms

(V

dc

DTs

− Vout _ rms )

16 L ⋅ Δvc _ rms ⋅ f s2

(2.7)

D

(2.8)

Inductor rms ripple current, Δi L _ rms is desired to be 20% of the inductor rms
current, while the capacitor rms ripple voltage, Δvc _ rms is set to be 1% of the capacitor
rms voltage. Duty cycle, D is assumes to be 0.56 or simply the modulation index of the
inverter with 169.7V of peak output voltage (see 2.2.3). The inductor design must also
take into account careful consideration to avoid saturation of the inductor core and limit
core losses. It must be noted that one of the significant losses of the inverter is due to the
inductor of the filter. The voltage drop across the inductor is given in (2.9) as a function
of output current.
VL (I out ) = (RL + jωL )I out

(2. 9)

Inductor and capacitor values selected for this single phase inverter are shown in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Output filter components

Filter Component

Value

ESR

Inductor

500µH

500mΩ

Capacitor

22µF

100mΩ
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2.2.3 Pulse-Width Modulation
To create proper gating signals for switches, Pulse-width modulation (PWM) is
used. A PWM inverter output with filtering generally meets the THD requirements for
different applications. The two main advantages of PWM are the control of the output
voltage amplitude and fundamental frequency as well as decreasing the filter
requirements for minimizing the harmonics. To create a sinusoidal output voltage in a
single phase inverter the switches must be controlled in a certain sequence. To do that a
reference sinusoidal waveform is required. The reference waveform is also called the
modulation or control signal and it is compared to a carrier signal. Carrier signal is
usually a triangular signal which controls the switching frequency while the reference
signal controls the output voltage amplitude and its fundamental frequency.

Two common methods of modulation, bipolar and unipolar are described in this
section. Fig 2.4a illustrates bipolar pulse-width modulation. This method is called
bipolar since vac voltage of the full-bridge is either +Vdc or -Vdc. When reference signal is
larger than carrier signal S1 and S4 are ON and when reference signal is smaller than the
carrier signal S2 and S3 are ON. In a unipolar PWM, the output is switched from either
+Vdc or -Vdc to zero. Fig 2.4b illustrates the switching method for unipolar modulation
where S1 and S2 are controlled using Vsin and S3 and S4 are controlled using –Vsin.

Fig 2.4 Bipolar and unipolar modulation, a) Bipolar b) Unipolar

The effect of each modulation method on inductor current is shown in Fig 2.5. A
larger filter is required to filter a larger ripple caused by bipolar modulation compared to
unipolar modulation. Notice that in unipolar modulation there is almost no ripple current
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around zero-crossing since at this point the output is either shorted through the top
switches or through the bottom switches.
Due to the turn-on and turn-off time of the real switches in one phase leg of the
full-bridge, some deadtime must be introduced in the modulation. Deadtime is a blank
time between both switches in one leg where both are off. This will ensure that both
switches are off while one is about to turn on, thus eliminating a possible short circuit
across the dc source. The minimum amount of deadtime depends on the turn-off and
turn-on time of the switches used in the converter. Although deadtime is required for
protecting the switches, converter and essentially the source, it generally distorts the
output voltage of the inverter. Chapter 4 describes a digital modulator designed and
implemented for the single phase inverter including deadtime and its effect on the output
voltage.

Fig 2.5 Bipolar and Unipolar modulation effect on inductor current

Frequency modulation ratio, mf of the inverter is defined as the ratio of carrier
frequency to reference (fundamental) frequency of the converter.

mf =

f carrier
f reference
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Harmonic frequencies of the output voltage exist around switching frequency and
its integer multiplies. Some have relatively large magnitude however the output low-pass
filter can eliminate these high frequency harmonics in the output voltage. By increasing
the switching frequency, these harmonics are moved to higher frequencies which makes
is easier to filter them; however an increase in switching frequency directly impact the
switching losses in the circuit and in some cases is not desired.
Amplitude of the output voltage is controlled by the modulation index, ma of the
inverter. ma is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the reference signal to the
amplitude of the carrier signal.
ma =

Am _ reference
Am _ carrier

(2.11)

The amplitude of the fundamental frequency of output voltage is linearly
proportional to ma as long as ma ≤ 1 . The relationship is given in (2.12).
Vout _ Amplitude = ma × Vdc

2.3

(2.12)

Power Stage Model of Single Phase Inverter
Due to the existence of the switches in the single phase inverter, the converter is a

nonlinear system. A linear model of the converter can be constructed using the following
assumptions where dynamic behavior of the switches can be ignored.

•

The switching frequency of the converter is much greater than the
fundamental frequency of the converter.

•

The state variables do not change during each sampling time or period

The linear model of the inverter and its state space equations can be defined using
its differential equations obtained form Fig 2.6. This model is not used in this thesis for
DQ controller design; however it does represent dynamic behavior of a single phase
inverter and it is used in other control design methods.
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Fig 2.6 Single phase inverter model

The following differential equations describe the inverter.

L

diL (t )
⎛ dv (t )
⎞
+ RLiL (t ) + ⎜ C c Rc + vc (t ) ⎟ − vabu (t ) = 0
dt
dt
⎝
⎠
⎧1
⎪
u (t ) = ⎨ 0
⎪− 1
⎩

iL (t ) − C

(2.13)

vab (t ) = Vdc
vab (t ) = 0
vab (t ) = −Vdc

dvc (t ) vout (t )
−
=0
dt
Z

(2.14)

where vout (t ) is defined as
dv (t ) ⎞
⎛
vout (t ) = ⎜ vc (t ) + C c Rc ⎟
dt
⎝
⎠

(2.15)

and the resistive load is denoted by Z.
The system differential equations are found using above equations (2.13)-(2.15)
C

1 ⎞⎛ R ⎞
dvc (t ) ⎛
= ⎜ iL (t ) − vc (t ) ⎟⎜1 + c ⎟
dt
Z ⎠⎝
Z ⎠
⎝

⎛
⎜
diL (t )
Rc
= iL (t )⎜ − RL −
L
R
dt
⎜
1+ c
⎜
⎝
Z

⎞
⎟
⎛
Rc ⎞
⎟ + vc (t )⎜⎜ − 1 +
⎟ + vabu (t )
Z + Rc ⎟⎠
⎟
⎝
⎟
⎠

(2.16)

(2.17)

The state space equations of the single phase inverter are given below.
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x& (t ) = Ax(t ) + Bu(t )
⎡ Z (RL + Rc ) − RL Rc
⎢
L(Z + Rc )
⎡ i&L (t ) ⎤ ⎢
1
⎢& ⎥ = ⎢
⎣vc (t )⎦ ⎢
⎛ R ⎞
C ⎜1 + c ⎟
⎢
Z ⎠
⎝
⎣

(2.18)

−Z
⎤
L(Z + Rc ) ⎥
⎥ ⎡ iL (t ) ⎤ ⎡ 1 ⎤
−1
⎥ ⎢v (t )⎥ + ⎢ L ⎥ v ab
⎢ ⎥
⎛ R ⎞⎥⎣ c ⎦ ⎣ 0 ⎦
ZC ⎜1 + c ⎟ ⎥
Z ⎠⎦
⎝

y& (t ) = Cx(t ) + Du(t )
⎡ ZRc
vo = ⎢
⎣ Z + Rc

(2.19)

(2.20)

Z ⎤ ⎡ iL (t ) ⎤
⎥
Z + Rc ⎦ ⎢⎣vc (t )⎥⎦

(2.21)

State variables, i&L (t ) and v&c (t ) represent the derivate of inductor current and
capacitor voltage respectively. State space representation is a common way to describe a
system of linear differential equations.

Matrices A, B, C and D determine the

relationships between the state and input and output variables of the system. A simple
model of the single phase inverter can be derived using the above differential equations.
This model can be used to design linear controllers for the inverter; however linearization
of the model becomes somehow unclear as the output voltage of the system is time
varying. Time varying output voltage of the system creates many different operating
points for the single phase inverter; hence controller design becomes more complicated.

1
Z

iout

-

1
Ls+ RL

iL

-

+

vL

+

vabu (t ) = d (t )Vdc

ic

Rc +

1
Cs

vout

Fig 2.7 Single phase inverter model
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The input voltage, vab u (t ) which represents the input source and the full-bridge
can be averaged as d (t )Vdc due to the assumptions made earlier in this section. d (t ) is the
sinusoidal reference signal of the converter with desired amplitude to create proper output
voltage and Vdc is the input DC source voltage. A different model for the single phase
inverter is derived in Chapter 3 where it is used to represent the inverter in DQ rotating
frame coordinate[31][32].
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Chapter 3 – DQ Rotating Frame Controller for Single
Phase Inverters

3.1

Why Design a Controller?
Every switching power converter consists of a switching network and some sort

of input and output filters. By controlling the switching network, processing power with
high efficiency and reliability is achieved in a desired and controlled manner. AC or DC
power presented at the input of the switching network is transformed into either AC or
DC output power and delivered to some load based on the nature of the converter. The
task of controlling switches become evidently important, when processing an input power
for certain desired output power. Somehow the system behavior must be controlled
considering variations in the system as well as the environment in which the system is
operating.
A controller is a subsystem or a process assembled for the purpose of controlling
the output of a plant such as a switching mode converter. For any power electronic
converter a controller must compensates for disturbances in the system. It helps the
system to adjust to ever-changing conditions and environment. Keep in mind that not all
range and forms of disturbances and variations can be eliminated with one type of
controller.

The goal is simply to make a system robust enough that its expected

reliability, functionality and efficiency are kept optimal under a range of predefined
conditions. These conditions are dictated by the nature of the system, its application, its
environment and its interaction with other surrounding systems that are either dependent
or benefit from others to function properly. Although not all conditions in the system can
be modeled and cared for, certain scenarios are almost guaranteed to appear.
Fig 3.1 shows a general view of a power electronic converter and its controller.
Notice that switching patterns of the switching network are defined by the controller
block while controller’s decisions and compensations for any disturbances in the system
come from feedback and/or feedforward paths. These loops provide information from
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current state of the converter as the inputs to the controller. A superior controller
compensates any disturbances in the system. It generates desired optimal output for all
kinds of expected loads with an infinitely fast response and accuracy over the range it
was intended and designed for. A simple controller block consists of a single loop
controller whereas multiple cascaded loops are also designed. Multi-loop controllers are
capable of improving dynamics of the system much better than a single loop controller;
however they are somehow more complicated.
Modern developments have seen widespread use of digital computers as part of
the control system implementation. The advantages are well known and explained in the
literature.

Smart-sophisticated controllers with more protection, user options,

communication, remote accessing and flexibility are some of the benefits of
implementing a controller system in digital boards or computers.

Although,

implementation of multiple-loop controllers and necessary protections becomes somehow
difficult in analog, the task is easily done in digital computers.

Fig 3.1 A general view of a power electronic converter blocks and its controller subsystem

As mentioned in previous chapters the single phase inverter in this study is used
in a stand alone hybrid system. It is the only link between the auxiliary DC sources and
the vital AC loads such as air-conditioning and servers. Its load is expected to vary
greatly from simple resistive to constant power or even nonlinear loads. The power
required by the load would also be dependent on the user and unpredictable; thus making
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the controller design more complicated and vital in the system. A DQ controller is
introduced in this chapter for single phase inverters. Section 3.2 gives a brief overview
of DQ transformation before the controller design is introduced in the latter sections.

3.2

DQ Rotating Frame Transformation
DQ transformation is widely used for three phase converter analysis and control

design. It is a form of transformation between stationary and rotating frames. State
variables of a three phase converter are transformed into αβ frame which is a two-phase
stationary coordinate. Once state variables mapped into αβ frame, a transformation from
αβ to DQ rotating frame is applied. The rotating frame has the same angular frequency of
the fundamental frequency of the converter and the result of the transformation is a DC
model of the three phase converter. It is much easier to perform analysis and design
controllers for three phase converters in DQ rotating frame because all time-varying state
variables of the converter become DC time-invariant, hence only one operating point
needs to be defined and considered for analysis. To create a DQ model at least two
independent phases are required; thus the concept is most often applied to three phase but
not single phase converters due to limitation of only one available phase in the system.
A rotating vector in αβ stationary frame becomes a constant vector in DQ rotating
frame due to the rotation of the reference plane itself.

Fig 3.2 illustrates vector

representations of stationary and rotating coordinates. Notice that angle θ is defined as

θ = ∫0t ω (τ )dτ + θ init

(3.1)

where ω is the angular frequency in rad/sec, θinit is the initial angle of the system and t is
r
the time. Fig 3.2 shows vector x which is an arbitrary phase state variable that is
r
projected into αβ stationary frame. Notice that x can be decomposed into two
r
r
r
component vectors, xα and xβ . As vector x rotates around the center relative to αβ
r
r
r
plane, its components xα and xβ change respective to x location and magnitude. Let us
assume there is a rotating DQ coordinate that rotates with the same angular frequency and
r
r
r
v
direction as x , then the position of x relative to its components, xd and xq is the same
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r
v
regardless of time. It is clear that xd and xq components are simply constant over the
r
entire period or time and only depend on the magnitude of x not its position in the

stationary frame. Simple trig properties and math can be used to obtain both D and Q
components of any given vector in stationary frame using Fig 3.2. Transformation
matrices that describe the relationship between αβ and DQ are given in (3.2) and (3.3).
Notice that the matrices are non-singular and orthogonal; therefore TT = T-1 and TT.T-1 = I
are true [14]-[19][21].

Fig 3.2 αβ and DQ rotating frame vector representation

⎡VD ⎤
⎡Vα ⎤
⎢V ⎥ = T .⎢V ⎥
⎣ β⎦
⎣ Q⎦
V
⎡Vα ⎤
−1 ⎡ D ⎤
⎢V ⎥ = T ⎢V ⎥
⎣ β⎦
⎣ Q⎦

⎡VD ⎤ ⎡ cos(ωt ) sin (ωt )⎤ ⎡Vα ⎤
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢VQ ⎥ ⎣− sin (ωt ) cos(ωt )⎦ ⎣Vβ ⎦

(3.2)

⎡Vα ⎤ ⎡cos(ωt ) − sin (ωt )⎤ ⎡VD ⎤
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢Vβ ⎥ ⎣ sin (ωt ) cos(ωt ) ⎦ ⎣⎢VQ ⎦⎥

(3.3)
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DQ Controller Modeling and Analysis

3.3.1 Proposed Controller Method for Single Phase Inverters
Due to the existence of only one phase in single phase inverters, DQ rotating
frame transformation is not used for modeling and control design of the converter. At
least two independent phases are required for each state variable in the system to create a
DQ model. This study aims to design and implement a DQ controller by creating a
secondary orthogonal imaginary circuit which provides the second phase essential for
transformation. Once two phases are available a DQ model of the inverter is created.
Although the imaginary circuit does not exist in reality, it provides a way for
transformation between stationary and rotating frames. After DQ model of the inverter is
obtained all the state variables become DC; thus the converter can be treated as a DC-DC
converter with one operating point. At this stage, controller design becomes somehow
similar to those of DC-DC converters such as buck or boost and same guidelines can be
considered while designing the controller. Finally the controller implemented in a digital
board in order to verify its performance with hardware. Farther explanation and detailed
analysis of the design is given in the following sections.

3.3.2 Real and Imaginary Orthogonal Circuits
To create the second phase, an imaginary orthogonal circuit is constructed based
on the real circuit model of the inverter. The imaginary circuit has the exact same
components and devices as the real circuit; however the imaginary circuit state variables
are 90o phase shifted respect to their counterpart in the real circuit. Differentiation is
adopted to create the extra phase shifted state variables. By differentiating output voltage
and inductor current of the Real circuit, a 90o phase shifted output voltage and inductor
current can be created for the imaginary circuit. Alternative way is to delay the real
circuit variables for 90o; however this method introduces a delay of a quarter of a cycle
into the system [14]. This means the controller can not respond to any changes in the
system immediately due to a quarter of a cycle delay in the second phase. This delay
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impacts the performance of the inverter directly by derating dynamic response of the
inverter and its controller.
Let us assume the output voltage of the inverter is given in (3.4)

vR (t ) = AR cos(ωt + φ )

(3.4)

where ω is the fundamental frequency of the output voltage in rad/sec, φ is the initial
phase angle of the system and AR is the amplitude of the output voltage.

The

corresponding state variable for the imaginary circuit can be attained by differentiating
(3.4).

dvR (t )
dt

(3.5)

vI (t ) = AI sin (ωt + φ )

(3.6)

vI (t ) =

Notice that after differentiating vR(t), the amplitude of the output voltage of the
imaginary circuit becomes
AI = −ωAR

(3.7)

ω = 2πf fundemental

(3.8)

where ω is

A gain of

−1
2πf fundemental

should be multiplied after differentiating the real circuit

state variables to construct the proper imaginary orthogonal state variables. Fig 3.3
illustrates the concept of the real and imaginary orthogonal circuits of a single phase fullbridge inverter. Notice that both real and imaginary circuits have the same components
such as inductor, capacitor, switches and even the load itself. Only difference between
each circuit is the phase of the state variables, inductor current or output voltage. Ideally
a 90o phase shift is maintained between the real and imaginary circuit state variables at all
time; moreover phase shift is insensitive to the condition in which the inverter is
operating. It must be noted that the source current does not flow through the imaginary
circuit because the circuit does not exist physically.
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Transformation matrix (3.2) can be used to determined DQ components of the
output voltage in stationary frame. An example is shown in (3.9) for the output voltage
while similar argument can be made for the current of the inductor in stationary frame.

⎡Vd ⎤
⎡ AR cos(ωt + φ )⎤
⎡cos(φ )⎤
= AX ⎢
⎢V ⎥ = T ⎢
⎥
⎥
⎣ sin (φ )⎦
⎣ AI sin (ωt + φ ) ⎦
⎣ q⎦

(3.9)

3.3.3 Single Phase Inverter Average and DQ Models
The switching network of single phase inverter introduces nonlinearity in the
converter. As a result of that an average model of the inverter must be defined before
developing its DQ model. Average model provides a way to model low-frequency
components of the waveforms in switching mode converters. It removes the switching
harmonics by averaging the waveforms over one switching period. As a direct result of
that, the dynamics of the converter at much higher frequency such as those of parasitics
are removed. The focus is only on the components that are central to the power converter
and its control subsystem. Average model for inverter can be used when its fundamental
frequency is significantly smaller than its switching frequency. The model captures the
effects that are likely to be of significant for analysis of the converter and its control
subsystem. Another benefit of average model is its fast simulation time compared with
the switching model. It is of particular interest to have an accurate and fast model for
control design because of iterative process involved with designing controllers.
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Fig 3.3 Real and imaginary orthogonal circuit schematics of single phase inverter

The following four sets of differential equations describe both real and imaginary
circuits of the inverter.
L

di L _ R (t )
dt

L

⎛ dvC _ R (t )
⎞
+ RL iL _ R (t ) + ⎜⎜ C
RC + vC _ R (t ) ⎟⎟ − v ab u R (t ) = 0
dt
⎝
⎠

di L _ I (t )
dt

⎛ dvC _ I (t )
⎞
+ RL iL _ I (t ) + ⎜⎜ C
RC + vC _ I (t ) ⎟⎟ − v ab u I (t ) = 0
dt
⎝
⎠

i L _ R (t ) − C

dvC _ R (t )

i L _ I (t ) − C

dt

−

dvC _ I (t )
dt

−

(3.10)

(3.11)

(t )
dv
⎞
1⎛
⎜ vC _ R (t ) + C C _ R RC ⎟ = 0
⎜
⎟
dt
Z⎝
⎠

(3.12)

dv (t )
⎞
1⎛
⎜ vC _ I (t ) + C C _ I RC ⎟ = 0
⎟
dt
Z ⎜⎝
⎠

(3.13)

where
⎧ 1 vab (t ) = Vdc
⎪
u (t ) = ⎨ 0 vab (t ) = 0
⎪− 1 v (t ) = −V
⎩
ab
dc
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State space equations for inductor current and capacitor voltage can be written
after some simple mathematical analysis as followed.
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟ u (t )
⎟ ⎡v
⎡i&L _ R (t )⎤ ⎡i L _ R (t ) ⎤ 1 ⎜
t
(
)
⎤
R
R
1
_
C
R
C
C
⎜− +
⎟ + ⎡ R ⎤ vab
⎟+⎢
⎢&
⎥=⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎜⎜ − R L −
⎜
⎟ ⎢ u (t ) ⎥ L
⎟
i
t
v
t
(
)
(
)
i
t
(
)
L
R
L
R
⎛
⎛
⎞
⎞
⎢ C _ I ⎦⎥
⎣⎢ L _ I ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢ L _ I ⎦⎥ ⎜
LZ ⎜1 + C ⎟ ⎟ ⎣ I ⎦
⎜1 + C Z ⎟ ⎟ ⎣
⎜
Z⎠⎠
⎝
⎝
⎠⎠
⎝
⎝

⎡v&C _ R (t )⎤ ⎡i L _ R (t ) ⎤
⎡ v C _ R (t ) ⎤
1
1
−⎢
⎢&
⎥=⎢
⎥
⎥
v
t
i
t
v
t
(
)
(
)
(
)
R
⎣⎢ C _ I ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢ L _ I ⎦⎥ C ⎛⎜1 + C ⎞⎟ ⎣⎢ C _ I ⎦⎥ ZC ⎛⎜1 + RC ⎞⎟
Z⎠
Z⎠
⎝
⎝

(3.14)

(3.15)

Based on the real and imaginary circuits of Fig 3.3 and using in-place average
technique, an average model is obtained for the single phase inverter. When applying
average operator to the switching model of the single phase inverter, the average values
of state variables can be found. If x(t) is some arbitrary state variable, then its average
over one switching period is
x (t ) =

1 t
∫ x(τ )dτ
T t −T

(3.16)

It must be noted that Equation (3.16) is a moving average. This type of averaging
is used based on the assumption of having the switching frequency high enough so that
the dynamics of the system are constant over one switching period. Equations (3.14) and
(3.15)

can be averaged using (3.16) and the average model of the inverter can be

constructed. The model obtained for the inverter is shown in Fig 3. 4 while the real and
imaginary average model equations of the inverter are given in (3.17) and (3.18).

⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎟ ⎡d ⎤ V
⎟ ⎡V ⎤⎜ 1
R
RC
d ⎡ I L _ R ⎤ ⎡ I L _ R ⎤ 1 ⎜⎜
C_R
C
⎟ + ⎢ R ⎥ dc
⎜
⎟
R
+
−
+
=
−
−
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
L
dt ⎣ I L _ I ⎦ ⎣ I L _ I ⎦ L ⎜
⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎟ ⎣VC _ I ⎦⎜ L LZ ⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎟ ⎣ d I ⎦ L
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
Z ⎟⎠ ⎟⎠
Z ⎟⎠ ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝
⎝
⎝

⎡I L _ R ⎤
⎡VC _ R ⎤
1
1
d ⎡VC _ R ⎤
⎢
⎥=
⎢
⎥−
⎢
⎥
dt ⎣VC _ I ⎦ C ⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎣ I L _ I ⎦ ZC ⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎣VC _ I ⎦
⎜
⎜
Z ⎟⎠
Z ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝
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+

Fig 3. 4 Average model of a full-bridge single phase inverter

Notice that the source current only flow in the real circuit of the inverter, I dc = I R .
It is also worth mentioning that the average input voltage to the filter is obtained as such
u (t )v ab =

1
vab ∫tt−T u (τ )dτ ⇒ d (t )Vdc
T

(3.19)

where d(t) is the average sinusoidal duty cycle of the inverter.
DQ model of the inverter can be developed once the average model is obtained.
State space equations (3.17) and (3.18) of the inverter and transformation matrices given in
(3.2)

and (3.3) are used to attain DQ equations which describes the inverter. Rewriting

(3.17)

and (3.18) and using transformation matrix in (3.3) denoted here by T-1 .

⎛
RL
1 ⎜ RC
d
I αβ = −
I αβ − ⎜
dt
L
L ⎜ 1 + RC
Z
⎝

⎞
⎛
⎞
⎟
Vdc
1
1 ⎜ RC ⎟
dαβ
⎟Vαβ +
⎟ I αβ − Vαβ + ⎜ R
L
L ⎜1+ C ⎟
L
⎟
Z⎠
⎠
⎝

d
1
1
Vαβ =
I αβ −
V
RC ⎞
RC ⎞ αβ
dt
⎛
⎛
C ⎜1 +
ZC ⎜1 +
Z ⎟⎠
Z ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝

(3.20)

(3.21)

X dq = T ⋅ X αβ

(3.22)

X αβ = T −1 ⋅ X dq

(3.23)
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)

d −1
T ⋅ I dq =
dt
−

(

⎛
R L −1
1 ⎜ RC
T ⋅ I dq − ⎜
L
L ⎜ 1 + RC
Z
⎝

(

)

)

⎞
⎛
⎟ −1
1 −1
1 ⎜ RC
⋅
−
⋅
+
T
I
T
V
⎟
⎜
dq
dq
L
L ⎜ 1 + RC
⎟
Z
⎠
⎝

(

(

)

(

)

)

(

⎞
⎟ −1
Vdc −1
T ⋅ d dq
⎟ T ⋅ Vdq +
L
⎟
⎠
(3.24)

(

1
1
d −1
T −1 ⋅ Vdq
T −1 ⋅ I dq −
T ⋅ Vdq =
RC ⎞
RC ⎞
dt
⎛
⎛
ZC ⎜1 +
C ⎜1 +
Z ⎟⎠
Z ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝

)

)

(

(3.25)

DQ equations of the system are obtained by applying the chain rule to

d −1
d −1
(
T ⋅ I dq ) and
(T ⋅Vdq ) as well as multiplying both equations (3.24) and (3.25) by
dt
dt
transformation matrix T, with the results shown in (3.26) and (3.27). All the variables are
now DC and inverter’s model is similar to a dual buck converter. Notice that crosscoupling terms are introduced into the model due to the transformation from stationary
frame to rotating frame. Decoupling of these terms can be easily done in controller. Fig
3.5 shows the DQ model of the single phase inverter including ESRs of inductor and
capacitor as well as the coupling terms. If the ESRs are ignored assuming there are small
enough, then (3.28) and (3.29) are the simplified DQ equations of the single phase inverter.
d ⎡ I d ⎤ Vdc
⎢ ⎥=
dt ⎣ I q ⎦ L

⎡ Dd ⎤ ⎡ 0 ω ⎤ ⎡ I d ⎤ 1 ⎡Vd ⎤
⎢D ⎥ + ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ − ⎢ ⎥
⎣ q ⎦ ⎣− ω 0 ⎦ ⎣ I q ⎦ L ⎣Vq ⎦
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟ ⎡V ⎤
⎜
⎟⎡ I ⎤
R
RC
1⎜
1
C
⎟ ⎢ d ⎥ − ⎜ RL +
⎟⎢ d ⎥
+
L ⎜ Z ⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎟ ⎣Vq ⎦ L ⎜
⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎟ ⎣ I q ⎦
⎜
⎜ ⎜
⎜
Z ⎟⎠ ⎟⎠
Z ⎟⎠ ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝ ⎝
⎝

⎡Vd ⎤
⎡ I d ⎤ ⎡ 0 ω ⎤ ⎡Vd ⎤
1
1
d ⎡Vd ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢I ⎥ + ⎢
⎢V ⎥ −
⎢V ⎥ =
⎥
dt ⎣ q ⎦ C ⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎣ q ⎦ ⎣ − ω 0 ⎦ ⎣ q ⎦ ZC ⎛1 + RC ⎞ ⎣Vq ⎦
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
Z⎠
Z⎠
⎝
⎝

(3.26)

(3.27)

where

T

d −1 ⎡ 0 ω ⎤
(T ) = ⎢− ω 0 ⎥
dt
⎣
⎦
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Fig 3.5 Single phase full-bridge inverter DQ-model

d
dt

⎡ I d ⎤ Vdc ⎡ Dd ⎤ ⎡ 0 ω ⎤ ⎡ I d ⎤ 1 ⎡Vd ⎤
⎢D ⎥ + ⎢
⎢I ⎥ =
⎥ ⎢ I ⎥ − L ⎢V ⎥
ω
0
−
L
q
q
⎣
⎦⎣ q ⎦
⎣ q⎦
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦

(3.28)

d
dt

⎡Vd ⎤ 1 ⎡ I d ⎤ ⎡ 0 ω ⎤ ⎡Vd ⎤ 1 ⎡Vd ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢V ⎥ = ⎢ I ⎥ + ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ −
⎣ q ⎦ C ⎣ q ⎦ ⎣ − ω 0 ⎦ ⎣Vq ⎦ ZC ⎣Vq ⎦

(3.29)

As mentioned before, the DQ parameters of the converter are DC; hence only one
operating point is defined for the inverter in steady-state operation. To find DC operating
point of the model, the following equations are developed using Fig 3.5. Notice that for
DC analysis the inductor becomes short and the capacitor becomes open. To further
simplify the analysis, output voltage of Q channel, Vq is set to zero.
Vq = 0

Id =

Vd
Z

I q = ωCVd

V
Vd − ωLI q + RL ⎛⎜ d ⎞⎟
Z⎠
⎝
Dd =
Vdc
Dq =
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ωLI d + RL I q
Vdc

(3.30)
(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)
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The inverter parameters shown in Table 3.1 are for both full-load and no-load
operating conditions assuming a resistive load.
Table 3.1 DQ parameters of Single phase full-bridge inverter

Vd

Vq

Id

Iq

Dd

Dq

Full-Load

120 2

0

29.46

1.408

0.614

0.021

No-Load

120 2

0

0

1.408

0.565

2.35m

Full voltage range appears in D-channel because Vq is set to zero ( Vd = 120 2 ).
In other words, the voltage is aligned with D-channel. The same conclusion can be made
by looking at equation (3.9). As it can be seen from Table 3.1, the only parameters that
are changing respect to the load are Id, Dd and Dq. Although the load is the same for both
D and Q channels of the model, Iq does not depend on the load condition because Vq is
set to zero, thus this current is only affected by the coupling term in Q-channel.

3.3.4 DQ Controller Structure
A DQ controller can be designed now that the DQ model of the single phase
inverter is obtained. Fig 3.6 represents the controller block as well as the power stage of
the inverter. Controller consists of two channels, one for D and one for Q and each
channel contains compensators for voltage and current loops.

With DQ model

constructed in Matlab/Simulink, each compensator can be designed with the aid of
Single-Input-Single-Output Tool (SISOTOOL) of Matlab.
Although there are guidelines and rules associated with control design, conditions
vary for each converter.

Design must go into several iterations for the sake of

optimization and perfection with design criteria defining the basic block. Fundamentally,
control design for any converter topology is the same; furthermore it is the control and
system requirements that will change how one would design a controller. Settling-time
and overshoot are almost always the basis for control design; however improving one
would usually cause deteriorating the other one.
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explains this relationship. Although it is hard to imagine what the exact requirements are,
it is easier to look at the possible conditions in which the converter is operation at to
determine the specifications.

Maximum settling-time and overshoot defined for

controller in this study are based on the expected loads and device tolerances used for the
hardware. Despite the fact that the load is unknown to the designer and dictated by the
user, it is possible to consider worse case conditions for the design. Studying examples
like cooling loads such as air-conditioners used for cooling the system would give a
better picture of what the requirements should be. Also a 10μs overshoot of 100V would
probably be less damaging to loads rather than a 10ms overshoot of 100V. There are
many factors that play a role on control design; however a decision must be made by the
designer to provide a balance condition with all the trade-offs involved.
Table 3.2 defines the specification for the system on percent overshoot and the
settling-time for the close-loop system. It is the goal to meet all these requirements under
each possible condition while operating. Overshoot is defined here as the percentage of
the maximum transient relative to the steady-state value of the signal. On the other hand,
the settling-time is defined as the time it takes the signal to settle within 10% of its
steady-state value. These requirements do not apply to Q channel voltage because Vq is
set to zero.
Table 3.2 Control design criteria for output voltage of the inverter

Settling Time
Less than 2ms

Overshoot
Less than 20% of steady-state
value

Current Bandwidth

Voltage Bandwidth

2kHz <fc<5kHz

0.1* Current_Bandwidth

Now that the requirements for the design are defined, compensators can be
designed. First DQ components of voltage and current are generated by differentiating
state variables of the converter and applying the rotating transformation matrix given in
(3.2).

Second, current and voltage compensators are designed using preferred

compensation networks to gain better performance and provide a balance among the
requirements.

Finally duty cycles, Dd and Dq are transformed back into stationary

reference signals and only the duty reference of the real circuit is fed back to the power
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stage. As shown in Fig 3.6, limiters are also used to limit voltages and currents of D and
Q channels. This is a layer of protection against over-voltage and over-current conditions
in the system which can help detect a fault condition and shut down the converter. A
process commonly known as decoupling is also used to decouple the coupling terms
introduced due to transformation before Dd and Dq are transferred back into αβ duty
cycles.

+

+

+

+

Fig 3.6 Power stage and controller block diagram

Operating in light-load or unloaded conditions are of particular interest in
controller design. The system has a high probability to become unstable in light-load
operation if the controller was implemented without considering operating at such
conditions. The difference between full-load and light-load conditions is shown in Fig
3.7. Notice that at light-load, the resonant peak of the transfer function is at largest and
the phase has a sharp drop due to the fact that output filter of the inverter is lightly
damped and will have significant peaking at its resonant frequency. The high resonant
peak can cause instability in the control loop if it is not considered when designing the
controller for the system.
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Fig 3.7 Open-loop control to output transfer function of d and q channels under full-load and lightload condition

In traditional control design such as buck or boost converters, the controller
bandwidth is generally placed above resonant frequency of the output filter, thus the
peaking at the resonant frequency is of no concern. Keep in mine that the system
becomes unstable if the crossover frequency is placed below the resonant frequency and
the peaking causes the loop gain to come back above 0dB line with the phase rolled off
below -180o.

To ensure appropriate stability margin under light-load or no-load

operating conditions, care must be taken to design stable control loop under such
conditions. The controller has to be designed when the system is in light-load condition
and as a result of that, the controller generally will have a smaller gain. Although the
transfer function of the system will be different depending on what region the system is
operating at, a controller designed for light-load condition will perform better under fullload due to higher gain, thus worse case operation is at very light-load or no-load.
Another important factor is the effect of digital delay in the system. Although
there are multiple factors in which can affect how much the delay is, they can all be
summed under one delay. The total delay in the system has to include the conversion
time of the A/Ds as well as DSP processing time and total transmission time between
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hardware and controller board for the signals. The largest bulk of the delay comes from
DSP’s required time to perform all the calculation necessary for the controller. Although
this time can be minimized by writing smart pieces of code which tends to have shorter
execution time, there will be an inherited one switching period delay from the time the
output states are measured until the duty cycles are ready to be updated.

Analog

controllers have infinite response time and therefore their delay is zero; however they are
limited by what the analog circuit can implement. Implementation of a DQ controller is
an extremely complex task if not impossible with analog circuitry but rather simple in a
digital board.
Fig 3.6 illustrates how the total delay in the system was accounted for when
designing the controller. This delay was added to the open-loop DQ model of the
inverter before the controller was design. An ideal time delay equation is given in (3.34)
where Ts is the switching period.
H ( s ) delay = e − sTs

(3.34)

It is generally hard to accurately model total delay of the system, consequently a
maximum one to two switching periods must be adopted for the total digital delay of the
entire system. The maximum delay considered in this design was equal to two switching
period as the worse case scenario. In DQ model of the inverter used for the controller
design, the time in which the duty cycles Dd and Dq are held before updating in the model
with their revised values defined by the controller is two switching period.

The block

used in Matlab/Simulink was an 8-order ideal transport delay. It must be noted that the
delay shown in (3.34) has unity magnitude for all frequencies and a linearly increase
phase-lag with frequency. Almost in most cases this roll-off in phase causes instability in
the system due to the fact that the phase of the close-loop system crosses -180o sooner
than what it was intended in the design.
A simple way to balance the negative effects of the delay in the system is to
reduce the controller gain; however reducing the gain will reduces the bandwidth of the
close-loop system. As bandwidth decreases, the response time of the system decreases,
thus creating a design trade-off situation. For good response the bandwidth of voltage
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loop must be larger than 60Hz which is the fundamental frequency of the output of the
converter. This ensures the proper response although relatively slower than what is
desired. It is now clear that this delay must be considered when designing the controller
otherwise it is almost assured to have an unstable close-loop system.

3.3.5 Open and Close Loop Transfer Functions
In this section, open-loop transfer functions of the single phase inverter are
derived. These transfer functions also provide an insight into the instability issue of the
converter under light-load or no-load condition. If the cross-coupling terms as well as the
parasitics are ignored, then the state equations for each channel of the inverter would be
as followed,
⎡
⎡ I dq ⎤ ⎢ 0
⎢V ⎥ = ⎢ 1
⎣ dq ⎦ ⎢
⎣C

1 ⎤
⎡Vdc ⎤
L ⎥ ⎡ I dq ⎤ + ⎢ ⎥ D
1 ⎥ ⎢⎣Vdq ⎥⎦ ⎢ L ⎥ dq
⎥
−
⎣ 0 ⎦
ZC ⎦
−

⎡ I dq ⎤
1]⎢ ⎥
⎣Vdq ⎦

Vdq = [0

(3.35)

(3.36)

The plant control to output transfer function is found from the above state
equations and it is shown in (3.37).
H v _ dq ( s ) =

Vdc
⎛L⎞
1 + ⎜ ⎟ s + (LC )s 2
⎝Z ⎠

(3.37)

Equation (3.37) is in traditional second order low-pass filter form where the
following definitions can be observed.
H vgain _ dq = Vdc

ωo =
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Q=Z

C
L

(3.40)

Notice that under no-load condition (where Z = ∞) the output filter is undamped
and the Q factor is infinite. Although this is true for an ideal filter, the same can not be
said for the actual filter due to the fact that the parasitic resistances provide damping, thus
the output filter will be lightly damped by its own parasitics at no-load. If the parasitic
resistances of the inductor and capacitor are added to the filter equations, then the state
space equations can be written as followed,

ZRC
Z
⎤
⎡ RL
−
−
V
⎢
⎡ I dq ⎤
L L(Z + RC ) L(Z + RC ) ⎥ ⎡ I dq ⎤ ⎡⎢ dc ⎤⎥
⎥
⎢
+
=
⎢V ⎥
⎢V ⎥
L Ddq
R
1
1
⎢
C
⎥
⎢
dq
dq
⎣ ⎦ ⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎣ ⎦
−
−
⎢⎣ C C (Z + RC )
C (Z + RC )⎥⎦
⎡ ZRC
Vdq = ⎢
⎣ (Z + RC )

⎤ ⎡ I dq ⎤
Z
(Z + RC )⎥⎦ ⎢⎣Vdq ⎥⎦

(3.41)

(3.42)

The following control to output transfer function and its definitions are obtained
using the state space equations shown above.
⎛
s ⎞
⎟
H vgain _ dq ⎜⎜1 +
ω z ⎟⎠
⎝
H v _ dq ( s ) =
2
⎛ s ⎞
s
⎜
⎟
+
1+
Qω o ⎜⎝ ω o ⎟⎠

(3.43)

⎛
⎞
Z
⎟⎟
H vgain _ dq = Vdc ⎜⎜
⎝ (Z + R L ) ⎠

(3.44)

ωz =
ωo =

1
CRC
Z + RL
LCZ + LCRC
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Q=

(LCZ + LCRC ) ⋅ (Z + RL )
L + C ⋅ (ZRL + ZRC + RL RC )

(3.47)

The above equations reveal two facts. First, a high frequency zero is added to the
plant due to the capacitor ESR. Second, the combination of capacitor and inductor ESRs
provide damping to the filter under no-load condition. Open-loop control to output
transfer functions of D and Q channels with and without the ESRs are shown in Fig 3.8.

Fig 3.8 Open-Loop control to output transfer function of d and q channels with (-) and without (..)
the ESRs

Using (3.41), the control to inductor current transfer function is developed and
shown below including its definitions,
⎛
s ⎞
⎟⎟
H igain _ dq ⎜⎜1 +
ω
⎝
z ⎠
H i _ dq ( s ) =
2
⎛ s ⎞
s
+⎜ ⎟
1+
Qωo ⎜⎝ ωo ⎟⎠

(3.48)

⎛
⎞
1
⎟⎟
H igain _ dq = Vdc ⎜⎜
⎝ (Z + R L ) ⎠

(3.49)
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ωz =
ωo =

Q=

1
CRC + CZ
Z + RL
LCZ + LCRC

(LCZ + LCRC ) ⋅ (Z + RL )
L + C ⋅ (ZRL + ZRC + RL RC )

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)

Notice that control to inductor current transfer function has a DC gain and a zero
that varies greatly as the load resistance changes but its resonant frequency is the same as
control to output transfer function. The open-loop control to inductor current transfer
functions under full-load and no-load conditions are shown in Fig 3.9.

Fig 3.9 Open-loop control to inductor current transfer function for d and q channels under full-load
(-) and light-load (..) conditions, including ESRs

All of the above transfer functions of the plant were developed assuming the
cross-coupling terms are insignificant. By eliminating the coupling terms, the plant
becomes a second-order SISO system making the analysis easier. Although those transfer
functions provide a way to realize the behavior of the inverter, the cross-coupling terms
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might not be insignificant and they must be considered. It must be noted that by adding
the cross-coupling terms, the plant becomes a fourth-order two-input, two-output system.
The plant transfer functions of the system including the cross-coupling terms can be
extracted from Simulink with building the DQ model and linearizing the model around its
operating point.
Traditional voltage loop controllers use Fig 3.7 to design a compensator with
integral, PI or PID type, most common compensator networks employed. Although this
task is relatively easy under nominal operating points of the inverter, it is considerably
difficult under light-load or no-load conditions. It is generally impossible to have a
voltage loop bandwidth greater than the resonant frequency of the output filter under very
light-load conditions, thus the voltage loop is designed to have much lower bandwidth
below the resonant frequency such that the peaking of the filter will not cross 0dB under
light load or no-load. Notice that in Fig 3.7, the output filter shown under light-load is
lightly damped and so the plant have a very large imaginary components at resonant
frequency of the filter. The phase roll-off due to the filter poles is very steep at that
frequency, with the phase dropping close to -180o at the frequencies close to the resonant
frequency of the filter. This behavior makes it hard to cancel the poles of the plant using
traditional voltage compensators. The fact that the complex poles at no-load behave as
real poles under full-load condition makes the task much more troublesome.
The conventional voltage loop control design can achieve good results with close
to zero steady-state error at the fundamental frequency of the converter. However due to
its low-bandwidth characteristics of the design, slow transient response to load changes is
observed and in most applications such slow response is not acceptable. On the other
hand, multi-loop controllers are designed to make several improvements over the single
loop voltage controllers. The structure of the controller with two loops are shown in Fig
3.10 where an inner current loop combined with an outer voltage loop provide better
transient response under load changes compare to those of single loop controllers.
Because the single phase inverter model is almost the same as a DC-DC buck converter,
same design principles could be applied and considered for the controller in DQ reference
plane. A common configuration for each channel is to have a fast inner current loop and
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a slower outer voltage loop, where the current reference is determined by the error in
outer voltage loop. The current loop not only allows for faster transient response and
improved THD under nonlinear load operation; it also provides an inherent current
limiter used to protect the converter. The inner loop can be treated as a forward path
transfer function with its own independent poles.

Fig 3.10 Multiple-loop controller structure including an inner current loop as well as an outer
voltage loop

The inner loop gain transfer function is given in (3.53) where the closed inner loop
reference to output transfer function is shown in (3.54).
G ( s ) H ( s ) = Gidq H idq ( s )
Tidq =

Gidq H idq ( s )
1 + Gidq H idq ( s )

(3. 53)

(3. 54)

The outer loop gain is,
G( s) H (s) =

Gvdq Gidq H idq ( s ) H vdq ( s )
1 + Gidq H idq ( s )

(3. 55)

where the closed inner loop reference to output transfer function becomes a forward path
transfer function, thus the closed outer loop reference to output transfer function is
Tvdq =

Gvdq Gidq H idq ( s ) H vdq ( s )
1 + Gidq H idq ( s ) + Gvdq Gidq H idq ( s ) H vdq ( s )
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To explore the benefits of the inner current loop, the inverter model must be
reconfigured to be of the form shown in Fig 3.11.

Fig 3.11 Inverter model and its controller

Rewriting closed inner current loop reference to output transfer functions of (3.54)
considering the new configuration,
Tidq ( s ) =

Gidq H idq ( s )

(3.57)

1 + Gidq H idq ( s )

also the outer voltage loop gain is now,
G( s) H ( s) =

Gvdq Gidq H vdq ( s )

(3.58)

1 + Gidq H idq ( s )

Notice that the poles of the outer voltage loop gain are the zeros of 1 + Gidq H idq ( s )
if Gvdq is assumed to be unity. Through the choice of Gidq , the zeros of 1 + Gidq H idq ( s )
can eliminate the peaking in the voltage loop. Assuming Gidq is a simple proportional
gain, Gi then 1 + Gidq H idq ( s ) transfer function is,

(1 + Gi H igain _ dq ) + ⎛⎜⎜ 1 + Gi H igain _ dq
ωz
⎝ Qωo
1 + Gidq H idq ( s ) =
2
⎛ s ⎞
s
+⎜ ⎟
1+
Qω o ⎜⎝ ω o ⎟⎠
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Using the above equation, one can place a bound over Gi . Under no-load or
light-load conditions, the Gi H igain _ dq term is insignificant in 1+ Gi H igain _ dq thus the
numerator becomes a standard second order term. In addition to that, the Q factor of the
second order equation must be less than or equal to 1

2

to minimize the peaking. This

condition is defined as
Gi H igain _ dq
⎛ 1
≤ ⎜⎜
+
ω o ⎝ Qωo
ωz
2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(3.60)

where replacing the circuit parameters in above equation yields,
Gi ≥

2

(LCZ + LCRC )(Z + RL ) − L − C (ZRL + ZRC + RL RC )
CVdc (Z + RL )

(3.61)

which at no-load condition is reduced to

Gi ≥

2 L

− RL − RC
C
Vdc

(3.62)

Equation (3.62) determines the lower bound of Gi , whereas the upper bound can
be determined by the phase margin requirements of the inner loop. Keep in mind that
sufficient phase margin might not be achievable using (3.62); however the peaking in the
voltage loop gain can still be minimized by properly selecting a value for Gi . If the
peaking in the outer voltage loop gain can be minimized or eliminated, then sufficient
bandwidth can be obtained in the voltage loop so that the stability and robustness of the
controller and the converter is assured.

3.3.6 Current Loop Design
A common configuration for each channel is to have a fast inner current loop and
a slower outer voltage loop, where the current reference is determined by the error in
outer voltage loop. The current loop not only allows for faster transient response and
improved THD under nonlinear load operation; it also provides an inherent current
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limiter used to protect the converter. The limiter can be used to stop the converter if the
current exceeds some predefined boundary when for example a short circuit appears.
To design the current compensators, first open loop transfer functions

id
dd

,

iq
dq

are

needed. Fig 3.12 shows the open-loop control to inductor current transfer functions for
both D and Q channels of the single phase inverter including the ESRs under light-load
condition.

It can be observed that both transfer functions are the same, thus a

compensator designed for D-channel works also for Q-channel. A resistive load is used
for current compensator design for 1% light-load condition to ensure the stability of the
system when there is no load presented. The digital delay is also considered; thus
introducing some phase roll-off in the system which must be accounted for in the design.
To ensure the stability of the close-loop system at crossover frequency, some phase lead
is required. To effectively achieve this goal complex zeros used for the compensator.
The behavior of complex zeros result in downward peaking and sharp phase lead at the
resonant frequency. Furthermore to make the transfer function balanced (The number of
poles must be the same or greater than the number of zeros), two poles added, one at
fundamental frequency to provide zero steady-state error at that frequency and one at half
of the switching frequency. The additional pole is used to provide loop-gain attenuation
after crossover frequency and it is placed at half of the switching frequency. Finally,
compensator transfer function can be optimized to provide enough phase margin at
crossover frequency as well as enough gain margin after crossover frequency. Fig 3.13
shows magnitude and phase of the current compensator transfer function. By utilizing
the proposed compensator network, the inner current loop can be stabilized even with two
switching period delay in the system. This compensation network provides improved
transient response when the converter is subjected to disturbances as oppose to PI-type
compensators.
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Fig 3.12 Control to inductor current transfer functions
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Fig 3.13 Current compensator transfer function with complex zeros

By closing the inner current loop, the peaking in voltage loop will be minimized
or eliminated under very light-load or no-load conditions. Taking advantage of this
benefit, the voltage loop can be compensated with even a simple integral controller to
provide enough bandwidth as well as phase and gain margin for the design. The final
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current compensator including its stability margins are given in Table 3.3 where the inner
loop gain is shown in Fig 3.14.

Table 3.3 Current compensators for D and Q channels and loop gain parameters

Current Compensator
k i _ dq

0.05

(s

2

(s

2

Phase Margin

Gain Margin

Crossover Frequency

+ ai1 _ dq s + ai 2 _ dq )
s (s + ω p _ dq )

+ 6.14 × 10 3 s + 1.26 × 10 8
s s + 1.29 × 10 4

(

)

)

62.8o

7.14dB

4.21kHz

Fig 3.14 Inner current loop gain including ESRs, digital delay and coupling terms

3.3.7 Voltage Loop Design
The outer voltage loop is designed after the current loops are closed. Both
channels will have the same open-loop inductor current reference to output transfer
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functions; thus one compensator design works for both channels. To obtain the voltage
compensators, either one of the transfer functions,

vd

or

id _ ref

vq
iq _ ref

can be used. Voltage

compensators designed for 1% light-load condition including a 2 switching period delay
for the entire system. Open-loop transfer function

vd

is shown in Fig 3.15 while the

id _ ref

voltage loop gain for 1% light-load is shown in Fig 3.16.
Voltage loop gain crossover frequency must be places as high as possible but not
too close to current loop crossover to eliminate interaction between those two loops.
Voltage loop bandwidth is placed one decay below current loop bandwidth in this design
and maximum phase and gain margin are obtained by carefully selecting the location of
zeros and poles. It is worth mentioning that because the converter is not running in
parallel with AC grid, no phase-lock loop is needed for synchronization. Table 3.4
provides the voltage loop compensator transfer function used in this study.
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Fig 3.15 Open-loop inductor current reference to output transfer function
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Table 3.4 Voltage compensator transfer function and loop gain parameters

Current Compensator
k v _ dq

(s + ω

z _ dq

Gain Margin

Crossover Frequency

)

s

(s + 1.71×10 )
3

0.07

Phase Margin

s

58.4o

21.1dB

457Hz

Fig 3.16 Outer voltage loop gain including ESRs, digital delay and the coupling terms under lightload condition.

It is clear that a very robust voltage loop with high bandwidth is achievable with
exploitation of an inner current loop. This is a clear advantage over the traditional
voltage loop controllers used for the single phase inverters. It is worth mentioning that
all compensators must have a roll-off at high frequencies below the switching frequency.
Consequently a single compensator pole at half of the switching frequency provides the
necessary roll-off before the switching frequency. This pole not only can be used as low
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pass filtering below the switching frequency but it can also be used as an anti-aliasing
filter to ensure proper performance of the controller. Keep in mind that this pole also
leads to additional phase lag in control loop, thus it must be placed as far as possible from
crossover frequency.
Although stability margins of the voltage loop controller is maximized by closing
the inner current loop, the only limitation on the voltage loop is the phase roll-off due to
the digital delay of the system. This is an uncontrolled factor in the system which pushed
the freedom in the design with its effects clearly shown in Fig 3.15.

3.4

DQ Controller Simulation and Verification
The proposed controller under study is verified using DQ model of the inverter in

Matlab and switching model in Saber. Various operating conditions such as load step,
no-load and nonlinear load should be studied to see the performance of DQ controller
proposed in this chapter.

3.4.1 Matlab DQ Model Simulation
DQ-model of the inverter constructed in Simulink and simulated to verify the
proposed controller scheme for the single phase full-bridge inverter. Fig 3.17 illustrates a
load step applied to the inverter. An overshoot of 14% was observed when the load steps
from full-load to no-load and output voltage reaches its steady-state within less than
2.5msecs or its 10% value within less than 0.5msec. The sinusoidal output voltage is also
shown by taking Vd and Vq and transferring them back into the stationary reference. Fig
3.18 provides all DQ voltage and currents of the system under such load step. Although
the performance of the controller is verified here with DQ model, it must also be tested
with switching model under same conditions.
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Fig 3.17 Vd and Vcos waveforms of the single phase inverter under load variation (full-load to noload) with proposed controller using the equivalent DQ-model (Simulink)

Fig 3.18 DQ voltage and currents of the inverter under load step (full-load to no-load) using the
equivalent DQ-model of the inverter(Simulink)
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3.4.2 Saber Switching Model Simulation
Saber was utilized to simulate the switching model of the single phase inverter.
While ESRs of the inductor and capacitors of the output filter are added to the switching
model, other parasitics such as those of switches where ignored. Ideal switches were
used in place of the actual IGBT models utilized in the hardware. The entire DQ
controller designed in this chapter implemented in Discrete Controller block shown in Fig
3.19.

Fig 3.19 Saber switching model of the single phase inverter and its DQ-controller

Differentiation of output voltage and current to create the extra phase variables,
transformations from stationary frame to DQ frame and back to stationary frame, voltage
and current loops for both channels, limiters and decoupling terms are all implemented
using MAST code in Saber inside Discrete Controller block [54]. The MAST modeling
language of Saber gives the designer a great deal of freedom to create any model or block
as desired. MAST can be used as a tool to create different models that describe the
behavior and structure of a hardware block in mathematical terms. The purpose of
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creating such a block is to mimic the actual implementation of the controller in a digital
board. Discrete Controller block can be synchronized with an external clock with the
same frequency as the switching frequency where it samples output voltage and inductor
current at each clock pulse. It then differentiates the sampled state variable signals to
create the additional phases it needs for DQ transformation. Once the compensation is
done, the new DQ duty cycles are found and transfers back into stationary duty cycles
ready to be updated at the beginning of the next clock cycle. Finally the duty cycles go
through the modulator and gate signals are fed back to the full-bridge.
To achieve this goal, all the compensator transfer functions must be implemented
in discrete form.

Discretization is commonly known as transferring a continuous

function into its equivalent discrete form in z-domain. There are several discretization
methods to create the equivalent discrete form of a continuous transfer function. The
most direct ones are the first-order backward difference approximation, also called
backward Euler and bilinear transformation, also called Tustin approximation. Those
two can be expressed as following respectively:
Z −1
Ts Z

(3. 63)

2 1 − Z −1
s=
Ts 1 + Z −1

(3. 64)

s=

where Ts is called the sampling period. There are other approximation methods such as
zero-order-hold or ZOH, step invariant and pole/zero match methods. Although each of
those approximation methods could result in a different discrete transfer function, the
outcome after implementation is the same. Bilinear transformation is used to transform
all compensator transfer function of the DQ controller into their equivalent discrete form
in this study. Fig 3.20 illustrates the difference between the continuous and discrete
transfer function of the current compensator while assuming the switching frequency of
40 kHz. The function “c2d” of Matlab used to find all discrete transfer functions
required while Table 3.5 summarizes those results.
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Fig 3.20 Current compensator transfer function (Continuous and discrete form)

Table 3.5 Continuous and discrete compensator transfer functions of DQ controller

Continuous Transfer function
0.05

(s

2

+ 6.14 × 10 3 s + 1.26 × 10 8
s s + 1.29 × 10 4

(

)

)

(s + 1.71×10 )
3

0.07

s

Discrete Transfer Function

Ts

0.04721z 2 − 0.08442 z + 0.0406
z 2 − 1.722 z + 0.7223

25μ

0.07102 z − 0.06898
z −1

25μ

The structure and algorithm used for implementation of discrete transfer functions
is well know and it will not be covered in this study; however Fig 3.21 shows the
structure of a third-order discrete transfer function and (3.65) gives its algorithm utilized
in the code. The flow chart of Fig 3.21 can represent any discrete transfer function if
understood that a multiplication by z-1 in the z-domain is equivalent to a delay of one
sampling time interval in the time domain.
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X(z)

∑
Z-1

b1

Y(z)

∑
-a1

Z-1

-a2
-1

Z

Z-1

b2

Z-1

H ( z) =

b3

-a3

Z-1

Y ( z ) b3 z −3 + b2 z −2 + b1 z −1 + b0
=
X ( z ) a3 z −3 + a 2 z − 2 + a1 z −1 + 1

Fig 3.21 Flow chart structure for a z-domain transfer function

y( z ) = b3 x( n − 3) + b2 x(n − 2) + b1 x(n − 1) + b0 x(n) − a3 y ( n − 3) − a2 y (n − 2) − a1 y (n − 1)
(3.65)

Taking the inner current loop compensator transfer function given in Table 3.3 as
an example and rewrite it in form of (3.65), Y(z) will be the output of the transfer function
or duty cycle, an and bn are the coefficients of the z-domain transfer function based on the
approximation transformation used, x(n) is the input to the transfer function or simply the
error signal in this case and x(n-1) is the error of previous cycle and x(n-2) is the error for
two cycles before. It must be noted that the value of y(z) or the output depends on its
previous value as well as previous input error signal.
Once the discrete controller block is created, the Saber simulation provides better
in-depth results of how the controller will perform in hardware. Fig 3.22 and Fig 3.23
show the output voltage and inductor current as well as their DQ components of the
switching model under full-load nominal operation with a resistive load.

Dynamic

transient response of the system under load step is shown in Fig 3.24 and Fig 3.25 where
the load varies from full-load to no-load. It can be seen that there is slightly larger
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overshoot (about 17%) on the output voltage due the approximation method used to
create discrete transfer functions of the controller. Moreover the settling time is still less
than 1ms which proves the extreme robustness of the controller under such large load
variation compared to traditional control methods.

Fig 3.22 Output voltage and inductor current of single phase inverter under nominal full-load
operation with the proposed DQ controller

Fig 3.23 DQ voltage and currents of the single phase inverter under nominal full-load operation with
the proposed DQ controller
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Fig 3.24 Output voltage and inductor current of single phase inverter under load step (full-load to
no-load) with the proposed DQ controller

Fig 3.25 DQ voltage and currents of the single phase inverter under load step (full-load to no-load)
with the proposed DQ controller
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3.4.3 Nonlinear Loads
In recent years, there has been an increase concern about the effect of nonlinear
loads on power electronic equipments. A nonlinear load is any load which draws current
that is not sinusoidal. While nonlinear loads are not new, their increased presents means
a larger percentage of any electrical system tends to be nonlinear. Moreover, nonlinear
loads were once thought to be a concern only to industrial power systems where large
static power converters are used. Such is not the case today; with the widespread
application of electronics to virtually every electrical load, nonlinear loads are also
prevalent in commercial and even residential power systems.
A nonlinear load generates harmonic currents which flow from the load toward
the power source, following the path of least impedance. Harmonic currents are currents
which have frequencies that are whole number multiples of the fundamental frequency of
the converter. Harmonic currents superimposed on the fundamental current result in nonsinusoidal current waveforms associated with nonlinear loads. Such current harmonics
will also cause distortion in the voltage of power converters.
Output voltage harmonic distortion of the single phase inverter is more
pronounced whenever heavy non-linear loads are connected to its output. Single phase
full-wave diode rectifier shown in Fig 3.26 is an example of a nonlinear load.

Fig 3.26 Single phase full-wave diode rectifier

Such a load is an uncontrolled full-wave converter which ideally draws current in
all odd harmonic frequencies or [(6·n)±1]ω where n is a positive real integer and ω is the
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fundamental frequency of the system. It must be noted that odd triplen harmonics such as
3rd, 9th, and 15th are also presented. The open-loop output voltage of inverter with a
heavy nonlinear load (C = 600μF and R = 12Ω) is shown in Fig 3.27 while the harmonics
of the output voltage at low frequencies are shown in Fig 3.28.

Fig 3.27 Output voltage and inductor current under nonlinear load operation (open-loop)

Fig 3.28 Output voltage harmonics with heavy nonlinear load (open-loop)
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Once DQ controller added to the simulation, output voltage THD is improved
from 15% to 7%; however such THD is still not acceptable for most of electrical systems
and further reduction in THD is necessary.

Fig 3.29 Output voltage, nonlinear load current and voltage of the single phase inverter with
proposed DQ controller

Fig 3.30 Output voltage harmonics of the single phase inverter with proposed DQ controller
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From Fig 3.30, it is clear that the dominating harmonics are low frequency 3rd, 5th,
and 7th. If these harmonics could somehow be minimized, then the output voltage THD
will be improved under such nonlinear loads. It is desirable to obtain a solution to
minimize such harmonics in controller where it can be implemented alongside the main
DQ controller in DSP with no additional hardware required. It is possible to reduce such
harmonics by achieving high gain in voltage loop at those frequencies.

The main

controller have a theoretical infinite loop gain at 60Hz so to reduce the 3rd, 5th or 7th
harmonics additional loops can be added in parallel with the main voltage loop. These
additional loops will have a much higher gain at those specific frequencies compared to
the main voltage loop of the controller. It most be noted that these additional loops must
be carefully designed so that they would not interact with the main controller.
In order to achieve zero steady state error for a specific frequency, the loop gain
must be infinite at that frequency. This is easily accomplished for the fundamental
frequency of the converter; however for an infinite loop gain in other frequencies, a zerodamping band-pass filter is employed. Theoretically, such filter provides infinite loop
gain for a given frequency. Using such a filter at 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic frequencies can
provide infinite loop gain for the voltage loop of DQ controller. Equation (3.66) shows
the transfer function of a zero-damping bandpass filter while Fig 3.31 illustrates the
transfer function of the bandpass filter used for the 3rd harmonic. It must be noted that
the loop gain is at its maximum at the desired frequency but not infinite.

H f (s) =

s
(2πf )2
⎛ As ⎞ ⎛ s
⎟ + ⎜⎜
1 + ⎜⎜
2 ⎟
⎝ (2πf ) ⎠ ⎝ 2πf

(3. 66)
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

Fig 3.31 Bode plot of a zero-damping bandpass filter
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Fig 3.32 shows the controller block where additional parallel loops are added to
the controller. Each parallel loop also has its own compensator to stabilize the loop.
Without the additional compensator, digital delay will have a negative impact upon these
additional loops making it almost impossible to provide a stable controller. Furthermore
the bandwidth of 3rd and 5th harmonics should be lower that the bandwidth of the main
voltage compensator so that they will not interact with each other. Table 3.6 shows the
zero-damping bandpass filter equations for 3rd and 5th harmonics as well as their
compensators. It is worth mentioning that the compensators contain a pair of complex
zeros as well as two poles. The 7th harmonic did not need additional loop for two
reasons. First, 7th harmonic is at higher frequency and close to the voltage loop crossover
frequency which makes it hard to compensate. Second, by minimizing first two lower
harmonics given in Table 3.6, the output voltage THD of the converter is greatly
improved, thus compensation of the 7th harmonic is not considered to be significant. It
must also be noted that each additional loop will require additional DSP time and it will
increase the total execution time, thus delay of the system.

Fig 3.32 DQ controller block with parallel 3rd and 5th voltage harmonic loops
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Table 3.6 Zero-damping bandpass filter and loop compensator transfer functions of DQ controller

3

rd

Harmonic

5th Harmonic

Zero-Damping Bandpass Filter

Loop Compensator, Cvdq3,5

1130.4s
2
s + 0.01s + 1.278 × 10 6

s 2 + 2.07 × 10 3 s + 6.08 × 108
0.04
s + 65.7 × 10 3 s + 65.7 × 103

)(

)

1884s
2
s + 0.01s + 3.55 × 10 6

0.01

s 2 + 30.5s + 1.25 ×10 7
s + 63.5 × 103 s + 63.5 × 103

)

(

(

)(

The simulation result for the same nonlinear load with the parallel loops added to
the controller is shown in Fig 3. 33.

Fig 3. 33 Output voltage and load current of the single phase inverter with both 3rd and 5th voltage
harmonic loops

Fig 3. 34 Output voltage harmonics of the single phase inverter with both 3rd and 5th voltage
harmonic loops
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It can be seen that the output voltage THD is decrease to 2%, a significant
improvement compared to the open loop results. Now that the controller is verified by
simulation, it is ready to be implemented in the hardware.
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Chapter 4 – Hardware Implementation

4.1

Hardware Setup
A 2.5 kW single phase full-bridge inverter prototype is selected to verify the

performance of the proposed controller. The hardware consists of a power stage board
and a digital control board which will be introduced in more details in the following
sections. Universal Controller (UC) is utilized as the controller board for the inverter and
it is developed in CPES as well. A complete setup of hardware including power stage and
the
Fig 4.1.

controller

board

is

shown

in

UC communicates through its I/O pins with the Analog-to-Digital converters

(A/Ds) on the power stage while the gate signals are transferred back to the gate-derivers
of the power board by four fiber optic cables. The power for the controller board is also
provided from the power stage board using an isolated DC-DC converter. Such isolations
between power stage and control board are provided whenever possible as a way of
protection and susceptibility to noise.

Fig 4.1 Single phase inverter and Universal Controller board
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Power Stage of Single Phase Full-Bridge Inverter
The 2.5kW single phase inverter power stage is shown in Fig 4.2. The input for

the converter is a 300Vdc from an isolated boost DC-DC converter which steps up a
48Vdc bus to 300Vdc. The switching devices are placed on the bottom side of the PCB as
well as the input DC-link and output capacitors. Output filter inductor is placed outside
of the power stage board due to it large size and a high-current connector is used to
connect the inductor to the board. There are two Analog-to-Digital converters on the
power stage, one on each side. Each A/D has two channels with each channel connected
to one of the sensors. Input and output voltages as well as inductor current are sensed
using 3 available channels of the A/Ds. There is an extra BNC coaxial connector placed
on the board and connected to the 4th available channel of the A/Ds. This channel could
be used for general test purposes such as external trigger actions.

A list of most

important components of the power stage can be found in Table 4.1

a)

b)

Fig 4.2 Single phase full-bridge inverter power stage a) Top side b) Bottom side

Fig 4.3 illustrates DC power distribution on the power stage. A low-power 48Vdc
bus on the power stage is utilized to provide power for all the sensors, fans, gate drivers,
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UC and A/Ds through small isolated DC-DC brick converters. This low-power bus is
connected to the main 48Vdc bus of the stand alone system.

Fig 4.3 DC power distribution block diagram of the single phase inverter’s power stage

Table 4.1 Power stage components

Component

Component

1

Input 300Vdc

14

Current sensor

2

Output 120Vrms

15

Sensor power supply

3

Inductor connector

16

Top side Analog-to-Digital converter

4

IGBTs and Diodes

17

48Vdc connector for DC-DC power supplies

5

Heatsink

18

I/O pins

6

Gate driver power supply

19

DC fan connector

7

20Ω Gate resistor of IGBTs

20

330µF Input DC-link capacitor

8

Gate drivers

21

22µF Output capacitor

9

Fiber optic receivers for gate signals

22

Input voltage sensor

10

Input fuse

23

Output voltage sensor

11

Output fuse

24

Bottom side Analog-to-Digital converter

12

UC power connector

25

Auxiliary BNC input

13

Isolated DC-DC UC power supply

26

Auxiliary I/O pin

The outputs of the A/Ds are connected to the UC via two I/O connectors located
in each side of the board. There are input and output fuses to further protect the converter
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and devices from any fault such as possible short circuits. In general all sensing circuit
block which includes A/Ds and their required circuits are separated from the power stage
part on the board which includes power switches and gate-drives as well as output filter
to keep away the noise sources such as switches far from the sensing blocks on the board.

4.2.1 Switching Devices
The IGBTs (APT15GP60B) used for the single phase inverter are made by
Advanced Power Technology (APT). They are 600Vdc IGBTs capable of switching as
high as 100 kHz, optimal for medium and high power, high frequency power supplies.
Each IGBT is implemented with two antiparallel silicon carbide schottky CREE diodes
(CSD10060) for current sharing purposes on the power stage.

Fig 4.4 IGBT and Schottky diode of the single phase inverter

4.2.2 Gate Drivers
Fiber optic signals received from control board are fed to the IGBT gate drivers,
HCPL3120 via fiber optic receivers, HFBR1521 on the power stage.

The circuit

schematic of the gate drivers on one leg is shown in Fig 4.5.
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Fig 4.5 Gate driver circuit for single phase inverter

4.2.3 Sensing Circuits and Signal Conditioning
Sensors and A/Ds as well as their reference circuits are described in the following
sections.
4.2.3.I Sensors

Fig 4.6 illustrates the sensors used in the hardware.

Both input and output

voltages are sensed using LV-20P voltage sensors made by LEM.

This voltage

transducer is based on a close loop Hall effect with galvanic isolation and capable of
sensing DC or AC nominal voltages of up to 500V. Primary resistor, Rp is used to create
the nominal primary current for the voltage transducer while second resistor, RM is used
in the secondary side to create a voltage base on the secondary current. Inductor current
is measured using LA-50P also from LEM. The current sensor must be placed in series
with the inductor. Its primary current is the same as the inductor current while its
secondary current creates a secondary voltage across RM. The nominal primary current
for the current transducer is ±50A. It must be noted that measuring resistors on the
primary and secondary sides of the voltage or current transducers are designed based on
the nominal primary current and desired secondary voltage as well as the input voltage
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range required for A/Ds in the application. The values of the measuring resistors for this
prototype are given in Table 4.2.

Fig 4.6 Voltage and current transducers
Table 4.2 Voltage and current sensing resistors

Voltage Sensor

Current Sensor

Rp

RM1

RM2

RM

input

30kΩ (10W)

28Ω

82Ω

49.9Ω

output

12kΩ ( 2W)

28Ω

82Ω

4.2.3.II Analog-to-Digital Converters

Two integrated dual-channel 14-bit, 40MSPS Analog-to-Digital converters
(AD9248) from Analog Devices are selected for this prototype. Each A/D features dual
high performance sample-and-hold amplifiers (SHAs) and an integrated voltage reference
which allows each channel to operate independently.

Fig 4.7 illustrates the A/D

converter block with its input and output pins [55]. It is worth mentioning that the
FPGA’s 80MHz clock (see 4.2.4) used to create the 40MHz clock for the A/Ds.

Fig 4.7 AD9248 analog-to-digital converter
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The external reference circuit for the A/Ds is shown in Fig 4.8. ADR510 is a
1.0V precision low noise shunt voltage reference and can combine with a precision low
input bias opamp such as AD8651 to output a precise adjustable voltage. Such stable
reference is needed for the A/Ds to ensure that noise and temperature do not effect the
reference of the A/Ds. Output 1.0V voltage of AD8651 is directly connected to A/Ds
external voltage reference pin while the internal circuitry of the A/D creates a 2.0V peakto peak reference for conversion with amplitude of ±1.0V.

Fig 4.8 External 1.0V reference circuit for A/Ds

Optimum performance is achieved when driving the A/Ds in differential input
mode, thus a low distortion differential A/D driver, AD8138 which performs singleended-to-differential conversion connects the output of the sensors to the input of the
A/D channels. The circuit configuration for this driver is shown in Fig 4.9.

Fig 4.9 AD8138 providing differential input signals for A/Ds
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4.2.4 FPGA/DSP Based Controller Board
Digital controller board selected for the prototype is Universal Controller, UC and
it is introduced briefly in this section [22]. UC is a topology free controller board which
can implement high level control for a wide range of power electronic converters and
systems both medium and high power. Fig 4.10 shows the UC board including its Xilinx
FPGA, Sharc DSP and its communication ports such as I/O pins and fiber optic
receiver/transmitters. The I/O pins are utilized to communicate with A/Ds on the power
stage and receive the digital sampled signals. They are also used to configure the A/D’s
input pins for proper operation. It must be noted that such FPGA/DSP control board is
overkill for such application and same goals can be achieve by using a less capable
control board even with only a DSP onboard; however the availability of the control
board made it convenient to use for this study. Furthermore some of the task was
distributed among FPGA and DSP.

DQ controller as well as transformations and

differentiations, filtering and scaling of sampled signals are all implementing in DSP
while FPGA contains a digital modulator, deadtime compensation and a low level
protection scheme for the modulation to help minimize the chance of false turn-on of
switches of one leg.

Fig 4.10 Universal Controller, UC board
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4.2.5 Connecting Boards
Two additional connector boards are designed for the inverter in order to connect
the power stage to control board. Fig 4.11 shows the first board where it is used to
connect the top side I/O pins of the UC to bottom side I/O pins of the power stage.

Fig 4.11 I/O connector board

The second board shown in Fig 4.12 is a fiber optic transmitter board where it
receives the gate signals from control board and transmits the results to power stage by
sending them as optical signals. The board is designed such that it can handle up to 6
signals so that it can also be used for three phase applications as well.

Fig 4.12 Fiber optic transmitter board
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4.3 Software Implementation of DQ Controller
4.3.1 Software Structure in UC
Fig 4.13 depicts software structure for the controller. The task of modulation was
performed in FPGA due to availability of such resource on controller board while DQcontroller was implemented in DSP. Both devices require different set of programming
using different software languages.

While FPGA uses VHDL, DSP requires

programming in C-language [57][58]. Both devices communicate with each other as well
as other devices on the board based on the main software structure that defines the
software platform for UC. Furthermore, the software developed for this thesis also
utilizes the same structure, making it easy for future updates and upgrades.
The FPGA supports the DSP’s access to other devices and components on the
board and they communicate via data bus, address bus and supporting control signals
between each other. FPGA also provides a memory map which allows devices to appear
as memory locations to DSP. In other words, if DSP requires the sampling data from
A/Ds on the power stage it will access a set of predefined memory locations in FPGA
where those data are stores and updated every switching period. A set of registers inside
FPGA known as Control Registers are dedicated for storing A/D’s sampled data in which
DSP is able to read those memory locations to obtain sampling data. Control Registers
also used by DSP to write the updated duty cycle after executing the DQ-controller. This
duty cycle is then accessed by digital modulator inside FPGA and new gate signals for
the full-bridge are created. Finally all four gate signals for the switches are transferred to
power stage from UC via fiber optic signals.

Fig 4.13 DSP/FPGA software structure
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Each device that is communicating in the bus has a definition file defined in
FPGA which describes the function of the device, its inputs and outputs as well as control
signals of the device for proper operation. These definition files are shown as sub-VHDL
files in Fig 4.14. For example the A/Ds on the power stage have a definition block called
A/D-VHDL file where not only it defines the outputs of the A/Ds as discrete sampled
data but it also allows to configure the control pins of the A/Ds for proper operations for
different instructions such as read, stop or sample commands. Each definition file has
also a component defined inside a top-level hierarchal file inside FPGA knows as
“Hextest”. The component simply defines the input and output ports of each block for
the FPGA. In addition to that, by using a port map section in “Hestest” file the input and
output ports of every block is linked to the outside world. More information about this
setup is given in Appendix A.
DSP
VHDL File

Modulator
VHDL File

//
VHDL File

A/D
VHDL File

Control
Registers
VHDL File

FPGA
Top Hierarchal
VHDL File

D/A
VHDL File

Fiber
Optics
VHDL File

dFlash
VHDL File

Communic
-ation
VHDL File

dipsw
VHDL File

Fig 4.14 FPGA’s code structure

4.3.2 Digital Modulator
Digital modulator is responsible to compare the discrete sinusoidal duty reference
signal generated by the controller in DSP with a sawtooth signal to create the gating
signals for all four switches of the converter. This modulator provides two methods of
modulation, bipolar and unipolar where user may select either method by changing the
Mod_Method variable within the DSP’s code. The modulation scheme is shown in Fig
4.15 where a centered PWM method is employed. The carrier reference signal is a
sawtooth signal and shifted up to start from 0, avoiding the negative numbers using only
one upward counter which counts up to the period. The Period is calculated in clock
cycles rather than in time; for example, a 50µsec period is the equivalent of 4000 clock
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pulses if the clock frequency is 80 MHz. Once the counter reaches 4000, then 50µsec is
passed, the period is expired and the counter resets. The duty cycle that is determined by
the controller in DSP is used to create D and D' for the modulator. The values for D and
D' are expressed in integers based on the clock frequency of the modulator and they are
given by (4.1) and (4.2).
D=

1 ⎡ nPeriod nPeriod
⎤
+
× sin (2πf fundamental t )× Dαβ ⎥
⎢
2⎣
2
2
⎦
D′ = nPeriod − D

(4.1)

(4.2)

where nPeriod is an integer representing the period (4000 counts for 50µsec with 80MHz
clock frequency), ffundamental is the fundamental frequency of the converter (60Hz) and Dαß
is the duty reference signal from DQ controller ( with maximum magnitude of ±1). The
deadtime is also implemented as a boundary for both D and D' as shown in Fig 4.15.

Fig 4.15 Sawtooth digital pulse-width modulation in FPGA

4.3.2.I Digital Modulator Block

The block diagram of the modulator is shown in Fig 4.16. All inputs to the block
are shown in green and they are obtained form variables defined in DSP. The block uses
the high speed 80MHz clock of the FPGA to perform all the tasks with the reset signal
connected to the reset signal of the FPGA.
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entity Digital_Modulator is
port (

Mod_Method

BLOCK_HSCLK
BLOCK_RESET_L
Mod_Method

: in std_Logic;
: in std_logic;
: in std_logic;

Curr_Dir
D
DT
Per
Pulse_Del

:
:
:
:
:

in
in
in
in
in

SW1
SW2
SW3
SW4
PWM_SAMPLE
Er

:
:
:
:
:
:

out
out
out
out
out
out

D

SW2

Per

std_logic;
std_logic_vector(15
std_logic_vector(15
std_logic_vector(15
std_logic_vector(15

downto
downto
downto
downto

SW3
SW4

DT

0);
0);
0);
0);

SW1

Er

Pulse_Del
Curr_Dir

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic

PWM_SAMPLE

Bipolar/Unipolar
Pulse-Width Modulator
BLOCK_HSCLK

);

BLOCK_RESET_L

end entity Digital_Modulator;

Fig 4.16 Digital modulator block

Description of inputs and outputs of the modulator block is given in the following
table.

Table 4.3 Digital modulator block signals

Signal

Type

Size

Description

User Configurable

Mod_Method

Input

1

For Bipolar = 0, for Unipolar = 1,

Yes

D

Input

16

Duty reference signal

NO

Per

Input

16

Period expressed in clock cycles

Yes

DT

Input

16

Pulse_Del

Input

16

Deadtime expressed in clock cycles
Minimum 100ns or 8 clock cycle
Pulse Deletion signal expressed in clock cycles
Inductor Current Direction, used for deadtime

Yes
Yes

Curr_Dir

Input

1

Block_HSCLK

Input

1

Block’s high speed clock

NO

SW1, SW2, SW3, SW4

Output

1

Gating signals for the switches

NO

Er

Output

1

PWM_SAMPLE

Output

1

compensation

Error Signal – High active signal determines
when there is a fault condition on the modulator
Used to synchronize the A/D sampling time with
the modulator
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4.3.2.II Modulator Protection

I. Deadtime Protection & Minimum Deadtime:

Deadtime is used to prevent the top and bottom switches of the same leg of the
inverter turn on at the same time. The user has given an option to modify the length of
deadtime based on the characterization of the switches used in the converter providing
some freedom in case the switches where to be replaced with different kinds. A deadtime
counter implemented within the modulator enforces the deadtime on the gate signals at
all time. This counter starts when both switches of one leg are turned off and once the
counter is expired one of the switches are allowed to be turned on. With a minimum 8
clock cycles (100ns) of deadtime defined in the modulator, it is guaranteed that user will
not violate the minimum turn off time of the switches causing a shoot-thru.

This

minimum deadtime becomes the default value for deadtime if the input signal of the
block for deadtime is less than 100ns.

II. Clamping:

Clamping occurs when the duty cycle is too large or too small. A large or small
duty cycle causes one of the switches to conduct for most of the period where the other
switch almost does not conduct at all. This condition would usually appear due to
transients caused by variation in load or input voltage. If one of the gate signal pulses of
switches become smaller than the deadtime of the converter, then the modulator would
prevent that switch to turn on and it also keeps the opposite switch on for the rest of the
period. This condition prevents the switches to be turned on or turned off partially under
extreme duty cycle.

III. Pulse-Deletion:

Pulse-Deletion eliminates small pulses in the gate signals and it is a user
configurable signal. Whenever a pulse is smaller than the smallest allowable pulse that
user has selected, then the modulator will remove that pulse with the complementary gate
signal remain unchanged. Pulse-Deletion prevents the switches to turn on or off partially
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in almost same way as Clamping condition, only here the threshold is defined by the user.
The user has the option to set the pulse-deletion to any duration; however the Er signal
will be set high if the pulse-deletion is set larger than the period causing all gate signals
to become low. If pulse-deletion is not desired, this signal can be set to zero since there
is no minimum time required.

V. Input Signals:

Input signals of the modulator are updated when the period-counter resets. This
will prevent the modulator to change states in the middle of the period causing fault
conditions.

I. User Mis-configuration:

User mis-configuration will make the output Er signal to become high and all the
gate signals to become low, thus opening all the switches of the power stage. User misconfiguration appears in case where for example the deadtime or the Pulse-Deletion
entered by the user is larger that the period.

4.3.2.III Deadtime Compensation

Deadtime is necessary to avoid causing a shoot-thru in one leg of the full bridge;
however deadtime also creates harmonics causing volt-sec losses which will distort the
output voltage [56]. Even though this error is small it can become significant over time
and must be compensated somehow. Deadtime compensation is a method to compensate
for such distortion due to the deadtime. With deadtime compensation, volt-sec loss will
be calculated and then added or subtracted from the reference duty cycle. Several
methods exist for such compensation, most based on cycle by cycle correction of pulsewidth. Some utilize an average value theorem where the volt-sec loss is averaged over
switching frequency and added to the commanded pulse-width where others approach
with more complex methods even requiring double sampling frequency. Regardless of
what method is used, inductor current direction must be known at all time. An average
method is evaluated here for the modulator to see how it reduces the distortion.
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One leg of full-bridge is shown in Fig 4.17, where ideal (with no deadtime) and
practical (with deadtime) pulses are represented by T1 and T2. If the current in inductor
is flowing in positive direction then there is a loss of pulse-width for T1 and when the
current is flowing in negative direction then there is a gain of pulse-width for T1.

Fig 4.17 Deadtime distortion and compensation

In other words, the error introduced by deadtime can be summarized under
following conditions:
•

Inductor current is positive:
When T1 transition is from off to on and T2 transition is from on to off, D2 continues to conduct
during the deadtime causing a voltage loss across the load.

•

Inductor current is negative:
When T1 transition is from on to off and T2 transition is from off to on, D1 continues to conduct
the current during the deadtime, causing a voltage gain across load.

•

Other conditions apply the right polarity of voltage to the load hence they are not
considered for compensation.
Notice that the distortion is independent of operating or carrier frequency and

only depends on the current polarity, thus a deadtime compensation method based on
average cycle by cycle correction can achieve good performance.

4.3.2.IV Digital Modulator Simulation with ModelSim

ModelSim simulation software from Mentor Graphics was employed to verify
digital modulator introduced in previous section. All the scenarios such as clamping,
pulse-deletion, deadtime violations and others are easily simulated without the need of
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any hardware or FPGA implementation. A dummy discrete sinusoidal duty cycle is
defined for the modulator code to represent duty reference signal in actual hardware.
Based on that, the simulation results can give a better overview of the changing variables
and states inside the modulator allowing for an easy debugging process. Fig 4.18 shows
the gate signals created by the modulator for a 50µsec period with 1µs deadtime. Notice
that the modulator adds one clock pulse to its deadtime due to its two-stage pipeline
configurations. Fig 4.19 depicts a clamping condition for the gate signals under bipolar
modulation method with a dummy duty cycle signal (test_duty). As the duty signal
approaches its minimum or maximum values, clamping condition appears in gate signals.

Fig 4.18 Digital modulator simulation with ModelSim – Gate signals

Fig 4.19 Digital modulator simulation - Clamping condition

4.3.2.V Digital Modulator Simulation with SystemVision

SystemVision is a mix-signal system-level simulation software where it is capable
of simulating analog, digital and mix-signal circuits (SPICE, VHDL-AMS, C) together.
SystemVision can be employed to simulate the modulator with an actual SPICE model of
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single phase inverter to study both deadtime compensation as well as the modulator
performance without the need of any hardware implementation. Another benefit of
SystemVision software is its open source library where a user may modify a predefined
component for desired characteristics or operation. The VHDL code of modulator is
implemented in SystemVision alongside switching model of the inverter with open-loop
simulation results shown in this section.

Fig 4.20 depicts an example of unipolar

modulation method with a large deadtime, 20% of period. Notice that around zero
crossing, the inverter’s output is either shorted to top switches or bottom switches. Once
deadtime compensation is added to the modulator, then distortion caused by the deadtime
is minimized and almost eliminated.

Fig 4.20 SystemVision simulation of digital modulator without deadtime compensation

Fig 4. 21 SystemVision simulation of digital modulator with deadtime compensation
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4.3.3 Analog-to-Digital Converter, AD9248
Fig 4.22 illustrates the entity declaration of the VHDL code and the block diagram
of the A/Ds on power stage. This code defines the required control signals for all four
channels based on the requirements on the datasheet of the device. It must be noted that
the input data signals to the block are from digital outputs of the A/Ds while the output
data of the block is saved inside FPGA’s Control Registers, ready for the controller in
DSP. PWM_Sample signal is used to synchronize the A/D’s sampling time with the
middle of switching period of the modulator, allowing the state variables to be sampled at
that moment. Table 4.4 provides a list of all the signals and their characteristics for the
AD9248.

entity ADC9248 is
port(
BLOCK_HSCLK
BLOCK_RESET_L
OTR_A
OTR_B
OTR_C
OTR_D
PWM_SAMPLE
-- Input data signals
ADC_DATA_IN_A
ADC_DATA_IN_B
ADC_DATA_IN_C
ADC_DATA_IN_D

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;

:
:
:
:

in
in
in
in

std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13

*ADC_DATA_IN_X
*OTR_X
downto
downto
downto
downto

0);
0);
0);
0);

PWM_SAMPLE

*SH_Ref_XX

ADC *MUX_SEL_XX
AD9248

*ADC_DATA_CHX

BLOCK_HSCLK

--Block output data signals
:
:
:
:

out
out
out
out

*PWDN_X
*DCS_XX

-- AD9248 Control Signals
PWDN_A
: out std_logic;
PWDN_B
: out std_logic;
PWDN_C
: out std_logic;
PWDN_D
: out std_logic;
SH_Ref_AB
: out std_logic;
SH_Ref_CD
: out std_logic;
Clk_A
: out std_logic;
Clk_B
: out std_logic;
Clk_C
: out std_logic;
Clk_D
: out std_logic;
OEB_A
: out std_logic;
OEB_B
: out std_logic;
OEB_C
: out std_logic;
OEB_D
: out std_logic;
MUX_SEL_AB
: out std_logic;
MUX_SEL_CD
: out std_logic;
DCS_AB
: out std_logic;
DCS_CD
: out std_logic;

ADC_DATA_CHA
ADC_DATA_CHB
ADC_DATA_CHC
ADC_DATA_CHD
);

*Clk_X
*OEB_X

std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13

downto
downto
downto
downto

0);
0);
0);
0)

BLOCK_RESET_L

Fig 4.22 AD9248 block diagram
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Table 4.4 AD9248 input/output signals of the block

Signal

Size

BLOCK_HSCLK

Input

1

High speed block clock (80MHZ) – FPGA clock

NO

BLOCK_RESET_L

Input

1

Block reset signal

NO

Input

14

14-bit digital input signals from output pins of AD9248

NO

Input

1

Out of range signal, determines when the data is out of range

NO

ADC_DATA_INX
OTRX
PWM_SAMPLE
ClkX

Input

1

Output

1

Description

User

Type

Low active signal use to synchronize the A/D’s sampling
time with the modulator
AD9248 clock (40 MHZ)
Output Enable signal. Enables the output digital signals of

Configurable

NO
NO

OEBX

Output

1

PWDNX

Output

1

Power down signal for standby mode

NO

DCSX

Output

1

Duty cycle stabilizer for A/Ds on the board

NO

SH_RefXX

Output

1

Sets the reference mode for each A/D

NO

1

Configures output signal to output data pins of A/Ds

NO

14

Output digital data from the A/Ds

NO

B

MUX_SELXX
ADC_DATA_CHX

Output

A/Ds

NO

* Letter X represents each channel of A/Ds.

4.3.3.I

AD9248 - VHDL Code Simulation

The AD9248 VHDL code is simulated and verified using ModelSim. A dummy
data is presented at the input while the output data and timing of the block was verified.
Fig 4.23 illustrates how the PWM_Sample signal enables the output of the block to obtain
the input data. In the case of actual hardware, the inputs are discrete sampled output
voltage and inductor current of the inverter and the output signals of the block are
essentially the same signals which are synchronized with the modulator and ready to be
stored in Control Registers.

Fig 4.23 A/D’s code simulation with ModelSim
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4.3.4 DQ Controller Implementation in DSP
DQ controller for the single phase inverter presented in this thesis is implemented
in the DSP of UC. All the functions and their relative objectives are described in this
section. The flow chart of Fig 4.24 shows the DQ controller flow diagram for both open
and close loop operations.
Open-loop or close-loop operation is selectable by user. If open-loop operation is
selected, then an open-loop reference sinusoidal duty cycle is created for the modulator.
If close-loop operation is selected, then DSP reads the sampled signals from Control
Registers inside FPGA after a 4 clock cycle waiting time. After that, imaginary circuit
state variables are created and transformation from stationary frame to rotating frame is
performed. Once voltage and current DQ values are determined, the controller will
update the new DQ duty cycles.

Those duty cycles are then transformed back to

stationary reference duty cycles and the new values are stored back in Control Registers,
ready for the modulator. All of the functions defined in the code for the above procedure
listed in Table 4.5. Users may only modify two functions, Constant_Parameters and
ConfigurePWM to characterize some of the parameters of the converter. These functions
are used for initialization of the controller and modulator.

For example switching

frequency, deadtime or pulse-deletion for the modulator can change by the user here.

Fig 4.24 DQ controller flow diagram
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Table 4.5 Functions defined for DQ controller
Input

Function

Description

Parameters

void Constant_Parameters( );

None

Configures constant parameters of the inverter
Configures parameters for the modulator (all parameters must be defined in integers

User May
Configure
Yes

void ConfigurePWM( );

None

void DelayProc2( );

None

Used to introduce delay in the program

Required by the

Interrupt Service Routing, this function is called by FPGA every switching period

function

which makes DSP to run the code for the controller

void ScaleADC( );

None

Scales and updates Analog-to-Digital converter output signals

No

void dq_Cotroller ( );

None

The main DQ controller function

No

float Differentiation_V ( float

Output voltage

Vout_Cosine);

sensed signal

Differentiates output voltage to create the secondary necessary phase for transformation

No

float Differentiation_I (float

Inductor current

Differentiates inducer current to create the secondary necessary phase for

IL_Cosine);

sensed signal

transformation

void IRQ_0(int nUseless );

based on clock cycles rather than time)

Yes
No
No

No

Cosine and sine

void alphaBeta_dq_Transformation

waveforms of

(float Vout_Cosine, float Vout_Sine,

output voltage and

float IL_Cosine, float IL_Sine);

Performs transformation from αβ-coordinate to DQ-coordinate

No

inductor current

float dq_alphaBeta_Transformation ( );

None

Performs transformation from DQ-coordinate to αβ-coordinate

No

void dq_Compensators_Controller( );

None

Contains compensators of the controller for both D and Q channels

No

void Bandpass_Curr (float Inputchic);

Inductor current

Bandpass filter used for current

No

void Bandpass_Vol (float Inputchid);

Output voltage

Bandpass filter used for voltage

No

Constant_Parameters function defines some of the parameters of the inverter
such as switching period. It must be noted that all the parameters of this function are
based on time.

In addition to that, ConfigurePWM function is used to setup the

modulator input parameters. The user has the option of selecting a bipolar or unipolar
modulation method in this function. User may also alter the duration of deadtime or
pulse-deletion for the modulator. Notice that deadtime has a minimum requirement in the
modulator and in an event where the user selects 0s for deadtime; it will be updated to
minimum deadtime in the modulator. There is however no minimum required value for
pulse-deletion and it may set to 0s if this option is not desired. All the parameters of
ConfigurePWM are expressed in counts based on the clock frequency of FPGA. For
example a 50µsec time is 4000 clock cycles when the clock is running at 80MHz. The
parameters of Constant_Parameters and ConfigurePWM functions are listed in Table 4.6
and Table 4.7 respectively.
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Table 4.6 Constant_Parameters function parameters

Parameter

Value

Description

g_fSWPER

50e-6

Switching period defined in time (see cfTimeIncre)

g_fSWDT

2e-6

Deadtime defined in time

g_fSWPD

0

g_frmsout

120

Output voltage (rms value)

60.0

Output voltage fundamental frequency

g_flinefreq
g_fUC_ClkPer

Pulse-Deletion defined in time

12.5e-9

cfTimeIncre

Clock period of FPGA
Time increment Used to update time variables in the code.

50e-6

(must be the same as g_fSWPER)

g_fpi

3.14159265358979323846

π

g_fMod_Index

g_frmsout*sqrtf(2.0)/cfVdc

Modulation index (only for open loop)

fTime

0.000000

Initial time start of the program

Table 4.7 ConfigurePWM function parameters

Parameter

Value

Description

nSWPER

4000

nDeadtime

80

Deadtime in counts (for 1µs)

nPulseDel

0

Pulse deletion in counts

nMod_SEL

1

nCurr_Dir

0

Differentiation_V

and

Switching period in counts (for 50µs)

Set to 1 for Unipolar modulation
Set to 0 for Bipolar modulation
Used for deadtime compensation and it it updated based on the
inductor current every switching period. (initial Value)

Differentiation_I

functions

are

responsible

for

differentiating the sensed voltage and current signals from the circuit. By differentiating
these signals, the two phases required for transformation from stationary to rotating frame
are obtained. Discrete form of differentiation using Backward difference derivation
method is given in (4.3).
f n′ =

f n − f n −1
T

(4.3)

where T is the sampling period or the switching period, f n is the present value and f n −1 is
the previous value of the variable. By the law of nature, differentiation amplifies the
noise, thus the differentiated waveforms will have undesired noise projected on them if
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the sampled signals are not clean. The magnitude of the noise becomes greater as the
original signal becomes more distorted. Fig 4.25 depicts a first derivative of a noisy
signal. The blue waveform is scaled down so that it is possible to compare it with its
original sine wave. Notice that the noise on the blue waveform is created by the derivate
function. Obviously such noisy waveforms can not be used as the second phase for DQ
transformation.

Fig 4.25 Differentiation of a noisy signal (Red: original signal, Blue: first derivative)

The need for a clean sine wave for purpose of derivative is obvious. Although all
measures are taken to ensure that the sensed signals are as clean as possible, noise is
immanent in the circuit. A low-pass analog filter is implemented in the hardware board
to filter the sensed signals; however this alone is not enough to ensure a pure waveform
of the sampled signals. The use of low-pass digital filters can help minimize this noise
further. To make the second waveform as close as possible to a sine wave a digital filter
must have a lower cut-off frequency; however filter itself will introduces some phase
shift and some magnitude reduction which is undesirable. To address this issue in this
thesis the derivative is applied over 4 switching period rather than one; hence (4.3)
becomes
f n′ =

f n − f n−4
4T
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Derivation over 4 cycles rather than one cycle is the same as averaging the
function, thus the noise amplification caused by derivative function is reduces greatly.
Although this method helps, it is not sufficient filtering for differentiation method used to
create the second required phase variables. This filtering is used in conjunction with
another method as the need for creating a clean secondary phase signal from the sensed
signals still exists. A parallel approach let to a better idea where the magnitude of the
second phase is obtained base on (4.5)
2
Vsin = ± Vd2 − Vcos

(4. 5)

where Vd is the constant value of the D component of the voltage and Vcos is the sensed
output voltage. Notice that (4.5) only provides the magnitude of the secondary phase
voltage not its sign. The sign is obtain by the waveform of (4.4). It is worth mentioning
that the waveform obtained from (4.4) is much distorted compared to one from (4.5)
however it still provides the sign for the equation of (4.5) which is all needed. This
parallel approach will create a smooth enough waveform for the transformation such that
no distortion from derivative function passes to the controller.
Once the second phase signals are ready for both output voltage and inductor
current, the αβ to DQ transformation can be performed with the exact transformation
matrix given in Chapter 3. The DQ voltage and current are then passed to the main
controller where discrete compensator transfer functions of the time domain
compensators were implemented. The final results are the duty cycles Dd and Dq which
are put through the transformation to obtain the stationary coordinate duty cycle Dαß. The
result is stored in the Control Registers in FPGA and the cycle is repeated for the next
switching period.

4.3.4.I System-level Simulation with SystemVision

Now that both modulator and DQ controller codes where developed, they can be
simulated as a mix-signal system with SystemVision simulation software.

This

simulation can further provide a model of the entire system; thus allowing for debugging
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and studying the code much easier without the need for any hardware implementation.
The modulator block that was implemented for section 4.3.2.V can be used here while
another block created to contain the DQ controller code in C. Although the results might
still not represent the actual hardware implementation of the DQ controller, it is a step
closer to study the interaction of the entire system. Fig 4.26 illustrates the simulation
results of the system with both modulator and DQ controller implemented in separate
blocks with the SPICE model of the inverter running a bipolar modulation operation
under full-load.

Fig 4.26 SystemVision simulation results of the system

4.4

Experimental Results
Hardware implementation and power test is the last step to verify proposed DQ

controller after ensuring that all the codes are implemented properly and debugged as
much as possible with simulation. The experimental results shown in this section are
from the single phase full-bridge inverter prototype. A 2.5kW resistive bank load was
used as a load for the experimental results in this section. Fig 4.27 depicts the output
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voltage of the inverter under full-load nominal operation using the resistive bank as the
load while Fig 4.28 shows the inductor current of the inverter under same condition.

Fig 4.27 Output voltage of single phase inverter under nominal operation

Fig 4.28 Inductor current of single phase inverter under nominal operation

The reference for output voltage created in DSP and displayed on the oscilloscope
using D/A converter of the controller board and it is compared with output voltage in Fig
4.29. It can be seen the zero steady-state error is achieved as the output voltage tracks its
reference with no phase shift.
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Fig 4.29 Output voltage and its reference

In a case of reduction in reference of output voltage of the controller, the inverter
is still operating smoothly. This condition is created and shown in both Fig 4.30 and Fig
4.31 where the reference magnitude steps from its full value to its 50% magnitude (Vdref in
control loop is stepped from its full value to its 50%)

10mV =15A

Fig 4.30 Output voltage and load current with 50% reduction in reference with 50% load
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Fig 4.31 Output voltage and reference with 50% reduction in reference (Vdref), Blue: output voltage,
Red: reference magnitude

The performance of the controller was also evaluated when the load steps from
full-load to no-load. Such large disturbance caused by the load is shown in Fig 4.32
which proves the robustness of the controller. Notice that overshoot and settling time of
output voltage is very close to simulation results from Saber presented in Chapter 3.

30mV =30A

Fig 4.32 Output voltage and load current under load step from full-load to no-load and back up

The hardware results validate the concept of DQ controllers for single phase
inverters. The controller performance under linear load step and reference reduction was
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shows. It must be noted that even with a 50% reduction in reference the controller
continues to regulate the output voltage with great response. Although a nonlinear load
was not covered in this section, the results are expected to be same as the simulation
performed in Chapter 3. It is however left to a future study to evaluate the inverter and
its controller under nonlinear load operation.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future Work
5.5

Conclusion
The research presented in this thesis employs the well-know DQ transformation

and control method for single phase full-bridge inverters used in stand alone hybrid
systems. Existing methods of control are either difficult to achieve good response under
large disturbances in the system or they are complicated and not very well understood.
Some perform better than others, however some are not able to achieve zero steady-state
error and some are sensitive to parameters of the converter.
This thesis focuses on expanding the control of single phase inverters to
encompass DQ control method by creating a DQ model of the plant. Furthermore, this
goal is achieved by creating a secondary imaginary orthogonal circuit same as the
original inverter circuit providing the second phase required for transformation. Once the
model is obtained, the controller structure is similar to three phase converters. In fact, the
model is similar to three phase VSI converters without the zero-channel; therefore same
control guidelines are still preserved and suitable for this application.
Although same performance might be achieved with other control methods, this
thesis aims to apply a well-known control method to a converter that has been neglected
due to restriction on phases available in the system. The aim is simply to provide
additional method of control for single phase inverters. While an example is studied in
this thesis, simulation and experimental results prove and validate the proposed
controller’s excellent performance under large disturbances applied to the system.
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Future Work
One of the areas in this thesis that can improve upon the work done is the creation

of the secondary imaginary circuit. This work proposes a differentiation method applied
in the software where no additional hardware is required; nevertheless due to the nature
of differentiation, amplification of noise is imminent and other methods can also be
explored to overcome this challenge.
Experimental results for nonlinear loads are also need to be verified and studied.
Although all the experimental and simulation results show great deal of similarities under
nominal and large load disturbances, the proposed controller must be evaluated under
nonlinear operation.
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Appendix A: Controller Board (UC) Programming
A.1 FPGA Programming
The FPGA is programmed using the JTEG connector shown in the picture below.
The signals are marked as Blank, TDO, Blank, Blank, TDI, TCK and TMS (listed from
left to right top row as shown in the picture on the bottom-right).

The following procedure shows how to program the
FPGA using Xilinx.
1. After creating all the project files and compiling
them, click on Generate PROM, ACE or JTEG file.

2. Select PROM file.
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3. Select Xilinx Serial PROM. Keep PROM format
as MCS. Give a name for PROM file and select the
location where the main project is stored and click
Next.

4. Select the PROM on UC (xc18v and xc18v04
as shown in the picture), click on Add and then
Next, click Next again and then Add file.

5. Select Hextest file and click Open, No and then
Finish.

6. The software opens a new window, click Ok.
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7. Select the file “XX.mcs” that was generated by
the system for the first device in the line. The
name of the file is generated base on the file name
in step 3.

8. Select “hextest” file for the second device.

9. Right click on the first device icon and select
Program.

10. Configure as shown in the picture on
the right. Select Parallel Mode for PROM.

11. Repeat step 9 and 10 for the second device icon
in the line and wait for the programming to finish.
This concludes programming of FPGA.
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A.2 Modulator and A/D Files in FPGA
Two definition files are created using VHDL language to describe the functions of
A/Ds and the modulator. Each is a sub-block file as shown in the figure below; for
example, this is where the modulator performs its pulse-width modulation. To link all
this sub-block files together a piece of code must be added to the top-level hierarchal file
called “hextest” in the main project folder
.

The Basic structure of the “Hextest” file is
shown on the right. Within its architecture section

entity hextest is

two parts added for both modulator and A/D sub-

port ( HSCLK: in std_Logic;
….

block files. Eash part has a Component with Port map

);

section that describes input and output signals of the

end entity Uni;

modulator or A/Ds files (All the input and outputs of

architecture Behavioral of hextest is

the block must be declared here). In this example

signal Per: std_logic;

only Period is shown as the input to the block. The

…
Begin

Component declaration tells the compiler what each

Component Modulator is

input and output signal looks like for every block. It

Port (
Period: in std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);

is identical to the entity declaration of the sub-blocks
with the

reserved

word

entity

substituted

by

component.

… );
End component;
D_Modulator: Modulator port map (

To connect the signals of the modulator or
A/Ds blocks with outside world, Port map is used.
The port map section for the modulator is shown on

BLOCK_HSCLK => OutsideVariable_HSCLK,
Per

=> OutsideVariable_Per,

SW1 => OutsideVariable SW1,

the right where the input/outputs of the block are

SW2 => OutsideVariable SW2

linked to outside variables by => operator. In this

);

case, outside variables are used to link the internal

end behavioral;

variables of each block (such as Per or SW1) to other
blocks.
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Control_Registers, the Link between FPGA and DSP
The modulator block is created with its component and port map as shown in

section A.2; however the modulator needs to receive its input signals to the block form
DSP. It was decided to use a set of predefined memory locations in FPGA called
“Control_Registers” as the link between DSP and FPGA. Both devices are able to read
and write to these memory locations; thus making it convenient to use.
Control_Registers also have a sub-block file defined just as the modulator or the
A/Ds. This file has to be modified in order to allocate additional memory locations for
the variables that need to be transferred between FPGA and DSP. The following lines
show how the variable “Period” is added to the Control_Registers Block.
signal Reg_Period: std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
--constant ADDR_Period: std_logic_vector(7 downto 0 ) := ADDR_FPGA & "0010";
constant ADDR_Period: std_logic_vector( 7 downto 0 ) := "01000010";
constant INIT_Period: std_logic_vector( 15 downto 0 ) := "0000000000000000";

All the 8-bits addresses began by “0100” for their four most significant bits and
should not be changed while the four least significant bits can be altered to point to
different memory locations.

All registers here are defined as 16-Bits registers with an

initial value of 0. The read and write operation to these memory locations are done based
on the structure of the file. Figure below shows the data flow between DSP and FPGA.

Modulator
VHDL File

DSP
VHDL File

//
VHDL File

Control
Registers
VHDL File

A/D
VHDL File

FPGA
Top Hierarchal
VHDL File

D/A
VHDL File

Fiber
Optics
VHDL File

dFlash
VHDL File
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I/O Pins of UC Board
The I/O pins of the UC are controlled by the FPGA. These pins are used to send

and receive data from A/Ds on the power stage. Reading or writing from these pins is
done from FPGA. JPERIPHD and PERIPHA variables are the names of those I/O pins
and used to call out those pins. The <= operator is used to simply read from these pins.
The following is an example that shows how to receive a 14-bits signal from 14 pins that
are connected to one of the channels of the AD9248.
-- Inductor Current of A/D1, channel 1
ADC_DATA_IN_A <=
JPERIPHD(33) & JPERIPHD(32) & JPERIPHD(31) & JPERIPHD(30) & JPERIPHD(29) & JPERIPHD(28) &
JPERIPHD(27) & JPERIPHD(26) & JPERIPHD(25) & JPERIPHD(24) & JPERIPHD(23) & JPERIPHD(22) & JPERIPHD(21) & JPERIPHD(20);

The 14-bits signal,ADC_DATA_IN_A now holds the sampled inductor current
from channel 1 of AD9248. Input and output voltages of the inverter are also obtained
similar to the one shown above.
*The compiler generates an error if a variable is read from the pin however not stored or used anywhere. This is not a
problem for writing to a pin; however when reading from an I/O pin, the value must be stored somewhere.

To write to any I/O pin simply use the following declaration:
JPERIPHD(35) <= OEB_A;

A different connector on UC board is used to transmit the gate signal to the power
stage board via an intermediate board (see 4.2.5). The connector declaration for gate
signal of switch 1 is shown below with other switches having similar declaration.

(see the

picture below for correct setup)

ULCTL(1)

<= SW1;

-- Pin declaration for gate signals
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DSP Programming
The DSP on the UC board is programmed using the Emulator as shown below and

VisualDSP++ software from Analog Devices used to create, compile and upload projects.

In addition to the DQ controller file, two other files are compiled and
programmed in DSP, source file “UControl.cpp” and header file “UControl.h”. The
header file “UControl.h” contains all the pointers used in DQ controller file that points to
Control_Registers inside the FPGA. For example the following declaration is used in
UControl.h to store the Period of the inverter in the FPGA so that the modulator can
access that data,
static PFPGA_REGISTER g_cpwPer = (UINT*)(0x08000084); // address is defined in Hex

where

g_cpwPer

is a pointer that points to memory location (0x08000084) inside FPGA,

the same location as the modulator would look to find the value for the period.
The addresses defined above in this file should correspond to the same memory
locations as defined in Control_Register file. (see Control_Register in section A.3)
Due to the structure already defined for the UC the address value given in hex in
UControl.h is twice the address value defined for the same memory location in
Control_Register file. For example, the address for the Period used in UControl.h file in
DSP is 0x08000084; the equivalent address used for the same memory location in
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Control_Registers file in FPGA is "01000010", putting this binary address to its
equivalent hex value, it is 0x08000042.
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Appendix B: DSP Code
The following code presented in this section is used to implement DQ controller in DSP.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
Open Loop/Close loop DQ Controller code for a 2.5kW //
//
Single Phase Full Bridge Inverter
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/* Libraries */
#include <sysreg.h>
#include <def21160.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <21160.h>
#include "ucontrol.h"
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
Controller Variables
//
// ****************************************************//
//
Global Variables
//
//
Modulator Variables and Pointers
//
//
//
volatile UINT g_nDuty;
//*************************Duty cycle
volatile UINT g_nDeadTime;
//*************************Deadtime
volatile UINT g_nPD;
//*************************Pulse-Deletion
volatile UINT g_nSwPer;
//*************************Switching Period
volatile UINT g_nMod_SEL;
//*************************Modulation Method
volatile UINT g_nCurr_Dir;
//*************************Inductor Current Direction
PFPGA_REGISTER g_pnDuty
PFPGA_REGISTER g_pnDeadTime
PFPGA_REGISTER g_pnPD
PFPGA_REGISTER g_pnSwPer
PFPGA_REGISTER g_pnMod_SEL
PFPGA_REGISTER g_pnCurr_Dir

//
//

= &g_nDuty;
= &g_nDeadTime;
= &g_nPD;
= &g_nSwPer;
= &g_nMod_SEL;
= &g_nCurr_Dir;

User defined constants for Single Phase Inverter, Modulator, ADs and Controller

float g_fSWPER;
float g_fSWDT;
float g_fSWPD;
float g_frmsout;
float g_flinefreq;
float g_fUC_ClkPer;
float cfTimeIncre;

//
//

//*************************Switching Frequency
//*************************Deadtime
//*************************Pulse Deletion
//*************************Output RMS voltage
//*************************Line Frequency
//*************************UC Period =12.5 ns - 80 MHz
//*************************Time increment of the system
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float g_fpi;
float g_fMod_Index;
float fTime;
float fDuty;
const float cfVdc = 300;
const float cfSampling_Time = 50e-6;
int
int
int
int
int
int

nSWPER;
nDeadtime;
nPulseDel;
nMod_SEL;
nCurr_Dir;
nDuty;

//
//
volatile float g_fVout;
volatile float g_fIL;
volatile float g_fSMB;
volatile float g_fVdc;

//*************************π
//*************************Modulation Index
//*************************initial time
//*************************Input Voltage
//*************************fuc/fs UC clk frequency/ Switching frequency
//*************************Deadtime
//*************************Pulse Deletion

Analog-to-Digital Variables

//
//
//*************************Output Voltage
//*************************Inductor Current
//*************************Optional/External Signal (Not used in the controller)
//*************************Input Voltage

// Following variables are used for scaling and offsetting the ADs signals
static const float cfScale_CHA = 100.8;
//*************************Inductor Current
static const float cfScale_CHB = 9.1717;
//*************************Input Voltage
static const float cfScale_CHC = 100;
//*************************SMB Connector
static const float cfScale_CHD = 20;
//*************************Output Voltage
static const float cfOffset_CHA = -0.765;
//*************************Inductor Current
static const float cfOffset_CHB = 3.0;
//*************************Input Voltage
static const float cfOffset_CHC = -2.0;
//*************************SMB Connector
static const float cfOffset_CHD = 1;
//*************************Output Voltage
//
//
float Vout_Sine;
float Vout_Cosine;
volatile float IL_Sine;
volatile float IL_Cosine;
float Duty_ab = 0.0;
float IL_Sine_NEW = 0.0;
float Vout_Sine_NEW = 0.0;
float Vd = 0.0;
float Vq = 0.0;
float Id = 0.0;
float Iq = 0.0;
float Current_Ref_d;
float Current_Ref_d1;
float Vd_Error = 0.0;
float Vd_Error1 = 0.0;
float UpValueCurr = 50.0;
float LowValueCurr = -50.0;
float Vqref = 0.0;
float Current_Ref_q;
float Current_Ref_q1;
float Vq_Error= 0.0;
float Vq_Error1= 0.0;
float Dd_Prev1 = 0.0;
float Dd_Prev2 = 0.0;
float Dd = 0.0;
float Dq_Prev1 = 0.0;
float Dq_Prev2 = 0.0;
float Dq = 0.0;
float Id_Error = 0.0;
float Id_Error1 = 0.0;
float Id_Error2 = 0.0;
float Iq_Error = 0.0;
float Iq_Error1 = 0.0;
float Iq_Error2 = 0.0;

Controller Variables
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float Prev_Prev_Input_V = 0.0;
float Prev_Prev_Input_V2 = 0.0;
float Prev_Prev_Input_V3 = 0.0;
float Prev_Prev_Input_I = 0.0;
float Prev_Prev_Input_I2 = 0.0;
float Prev_Prev_Input_I3 = 0.0;
float input_Varb[3] ={0.0, 0.0, 0.0};
float output_Varb[3] ={0.0, 0.0, 0.0};
volatile float output_Filterb = 0.0;
float ab[3] = {0.0, -1.969, 0.9694}};
float bb[3] = {0.01539,-0.0001587,-0.01523};
float ac[3] = {0.0, -1.969, 0.9694};
float bc[3] = {0.01539,-0.0001587,-0.01523};
float input_Varc[3] ={0.0, 0.0, 0.0};
float output_Varc[3] ={0.0, 0.0, 0.0};

//
//

Voltage and Current Compensators Variables

//
//

float volt_b1 = -0.06898;
float volt_b0 = 0.07102;
float volt_a1 = -1;
float cur_b2 = 0.04721;
float cur_b1 = -0.08442;
float cur_b0 = 0.04721;
float cur_a2 = 0.7723;
float cur_a1 = -1.722;

//
End Variables
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
Function Declaration
//
// ****************************************************//
//
//
void Constant_Parameters();
void IRQ_0(int nUseless);
void UpdateData();
void DelayProc2();
void ConfigurePWM();
void ScaleADC();
void dq_Cotroller ();
float Differentiation_V ( float Vout_Cosine);
float Differentiation_I ( float IL_Cosine);
void alphaBeta_dq_Transformation (float Vout_Cosine,float Vout_Sine_NEW,float IL_Cosine,float IL_Sine_NEW);
float dq_alphaBeta_Transformation ();
void dq_PI_Controller();
void My_Filter (float Inputchi);
void Bandpass(float Inputchib);
void Bandpassc(float Inputchic);
void Bandpassd(float Inputchid);
//
End Function Declaration
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
Controller Body
//
int main()
{
// The following two line enables the interrupt function used between FPGA and DSP. FPGA will call interrupt function every
//switching period causing DSP to execute the code at that point (see interrupt function).
sysreg_bit_clr(sysreg_MODE1, IRPTEN); //enable global interrupt
sysreg_bit_set(sysreg_MODE2, IRQ0E); //enable /IRQ0
// The following line could be used to initialize the Digital-to-Analog converter on UC for references. (Not used for Controller)
*g_cpwDACCTL = 0x00000003;
// Initialization of DAC
*g_cpwDACCTL = 0x00000002;
// Initialization of DAC
*g_cpwDACCTL = 0x00000003;
// Initialization of DAC

Constant_Parameters();
ConfigurePWM();
ScaleADC();
IRQ_0(0);

// Configured by user
//Configured by user
//Initial call for scaling/offsetting the Ads’ channels
// Initial call for controller

//Interrupt is an internal function. Once FPGA requests interrupt , it will call this function while function IRQ_0 is executed. The
//results will be the updated duty cycle for the modulator which will be stored inside FPGA for modulator to access.
interrupt(SIG_IRQ0,IRQ_0);
}
//***************************************************************************************
//Constant_Parameters function: All the constant used in the code are set here by the user/s
*
//***************************************************************************************
void Constant_Parameters()
{
g_fSWPER = 50e-6;
g_fSWDT = 2e-6;
g_fSWPD = 0;
g_frmsout = 120;
g_flinefreq = 60.0;
g_fUC_ClkPer= 12.5e-9;
cfTimeIncre = 50e-6;
g_fpi = 3.14159265358979323846;
g_fMod_Index = g_frmsout*sqrtf(2.0)/cfVdc;
fTime = 0.000000;

//*******************Switching Period
//*******************Deadtime
//*******************Pulse-Deletion
//*******************Output Voltage(rms)
//*******************Line Frequency
//*******************UC Clock Period
//*******************Time increment
//*******************π
//*******************Modulation Index(for open-loop)
//*******************Time

}
//***************************************************************************************
//ConfigurePWM: Configures Modulator parameters such as Period and Deadtime
*
//***************************************************************************************
void ConfigurePWM()
{
nSWPER
nDeadtime
nPulseDel = 0;
nMod_SEL
nCurr_Dir = 0;
*g_pnSwPer

= 4000;
= 80;
= 1;

// Switching Period expressed in clock cycles 50us/ 12.5ns
// Deadtime expressed in clock cycles 1us/ 12.5ns
// Pulse-Deletion expressed in clock cycles 0/ 12.5ns
// when 1 Unipolar, When 0 Bipolar
// Current direction used for compensation (Initial value)

= nSWPER;
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*g_pnDeadTime
*g_pnPD
*g_pnMod_SEL
*g_pnCurr_Dir
*g_pnDuty

= nDeadtime;
= nPulseDel;
= nMod_SEL;
= nCurr_Dir;
= 0;

}
//***************************************************************************************
//ScaleADC: creates a scaling for all the ADC channels, A,B,C and D, also it generates a float value from
*
//outputs of ADCs which are in 2's complements
*
//***************************************************************************************
void ScaleADC()
{
// Channle A:Inductor Current
// Channel B:Input Voltage
// Channel C:SMB connector (Optional/External Input Signal)
// Channel D:Output Voltage
float IL_Temp;
float Vdc_Temp;
float SMB_Temp;
float Vout_Temp;
int ADC_CHA= *g_cpw_ADC_DATA_CHA;
int ADC_CHB= *g_cpw_ADC_DATA_CHB;
int ADC_CHC= *g_cpw_ADC_DATA_CHC;
int ADC_CHD= *g_cpw_ADC_DATA_CHD;
//converting 2's compliments to float
if(ADC_CHA >= 0x2000)
IL_Temp = (-(~(ADC_CHA-1) & 0x3fff)/cfScale_CHA+cfOffset_CHA);
else
IL_Temp = (ADC_CHA/cfScale_CHA+cfOffset_CHA);
if(ADC_CHB >= 0x2000)
Vdc_Temp = (-(~(ADC_CHB-1) & 0x3fff)/cfScale_CHB+cfOffset_CHB);
else
Vdc_Temp = (ADC_CHB/cfScale_CHB+cfOffset_CHB);
if(ADC_CHC >= 0x2000)
SMB_Temp = (-(~(ADC_CHC-1) & 0x3fff)/cfScale_CHC+cfOffset_CHC);
else
SMB_Temp = (ADC_CHC/cfScale_CHC+cfOffset_CHC);
if(ADC_CHD >= 0x2000)
Vout_Temp = (-(~(ADC_CHD-1) & 0x3fff)/cfScale_CHD+cfOffset_CHD);
else
Vout_Temp = (ADC_CHD/cfScale_CHD+cfOffset_CHD);
g_fIL = IL_Temp *(-1.0);
g_fVout = Vout_Temp *( 1.0);
g_fSMB = SMB_Temp *(-1.0);
g_fVdc = Vdc_Temp *(-1.0);

// Setting the polarity right

}

//*****************************************************************************************
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// IRQ_0: Calls the controller and allowes for selection of open loop or close loop operation, also allows for
*
//ramping up the referece voltage of the controller for soft start
*
//*****************************************************************************************
int G=40;

// for open loop set G <= 10
// for close loop set G >= 20

int Ramp_Step=0;
float f_step = 0.0;
float Vdref = 0.0;
float Mod_Index_Inc = 0.0;
void IRQ_0(int nUseless)
{
// waiting to make sure the updated values are stored in the registers of FPGA you may also grab a drink while waiting!!!
for (int wait_a_sec = 0; wait_a_sec < 10; wait_a_sec++){}
ScaleADC();
if (G <= 10){
nDuty = (nSWPER * 0.5) + (nSWPER * 0.5) * sinf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime) * g_fMod_Index * Mod_Index_Inc;}
if (g_fIL > 0) {
nCurr_Dir = 1;}

//Determining the current direction for deadtime
//compensation

if (g_fIL < 0){
nCurr_Dir = 0;}
if (f_step > 50e-3 & Mod_Index_Inc < 1 & G <= 10)
{
f_step = 0;
if(Mod_Index_Inc < 1){
Mod_Index_Inc += 0.1;}
else{
Mod_Index_Inc = 1;}
}
else{
f_step +=cfTimeIncre;}
if (G>=20){

// use this when running open loop to step the
// modulation Index to desire value

// Close loop operation

nDuty = (nSWPER * 0.5) + (nSWPER * 0.5) * Duty_ab;
dq_Cotroller ();
}
if(Ramp_Step == 0)
{
if (f_step > 200e-3 & Vdref < 170 ) {
f_step = 0;
if(Vdref < 170){
Vdref += 5;}
else{
Vdref = 170;}
}

// Ramping up the reference, Vdref

else{
f_step +=cfTimeIncre;
if (f_step > 10){
Vdref = 170;
Ramp_Step = 1;}
}
}
fTime += cfTimeIncre;
*g_pnDuty
= nDuty;
*g_pnCurr_Dir
= nCurr_Dir;
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if( fTime > 2*g_fpi*10 ){
fTime -= 2*g_fpi*10; }
UpdateData();

// Time reset for sinusoidal wave

//Updating Modulator parameters every switching frequency

}
//******************************************************************************************
//UpdataData: Updates modulator data using control registers every switching period
*
//******************************************************************************************
void UpdateData()
{
*g_cpwDuty
*g_cpwPer
*g_cpwDeadtime
*g_cpwPD
*g_cpwMod_SEL
*g_cpwCurr_Dir

= *g_pnDuty;
= *g_pnSwPer;
= *g_pnDeadTime;
= *g_pnPD;
= *g_pnMod_SEL;
= *g_pnCurr_Dir;

//Reference waveform
//Switching period
//Deadtime
//Pulse Deletion
//Modulation method
//Current direction

{
//******************************************************************************************
//dq_Controller: DQ controllers main function
*
//******************************************************************************************
void dq_Cotroller ()
{
//---------- Voltage----------------//
Vout_Cosine = g_fVout;
Vout_Sine = Differentiation_V ( Vout_Cosine);
float Vout_Cosine_abs = fabs(Vout_Cosine);
Bandpassd(Vout_Sine );
Vout_Sine = output_Filterd;
//---------- Current----------------//
IL_Cosine = g_fIL;
IL_Sine = Differentiation_I ( IL_Cosine);
float IL_Cosine_abs = fabs(IL_Cosine);
Bandpassc(IL_Sine );
IL_Sine = output_Filterc;

//Output voltage
//Differentiating output voltage

//Inductor Current
//Differentiating inductor current

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------- //
alphaBeta_dq_Transformation (Vout_Cosine, Vout_Sine_NEW, IL_Cosine, IL_Sine_NEW);
dq_PI_Controller();
Duty_ab = dq_alphaBeta_Transformation ();

//Transformation
//function
//Controller
//Transformation
//function

}
//******************************************************************************************
// Differentiation_V: Differentiates output voltage
*
//******************************************************************************************
float Differentiation_V( float Vout_Cosine)
{
Prev_Prev_Input_V3 = Prev_Prev_Input_V2;
Prev_Prev_Input_V2 = Prev_Prev_Input_V ;
Prev_Prev_Input_V = Prev_Input_V;
Prev_Input_V = Curr_Input_V;
Curr_Input_V = Vout_Cosine;
float Diff_Var_V = (Curr_Input_V - Prev_Prev_Input_V3) / (4*cfSampling_Time) * (-1.0)/(2*g_fpi* g_flinefreq);
return Diff_Var_V;
}

//******************************************************************************************
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// Differentiation_I: Differentiates inductor current
*
//******************************************************************************************
float Differentiation_I( float IL_Cosine)
{
Prev_Prev_Input_I3 = Prev_Prev_Input_I2;
Prev_Prev_Input_I2 = Prev_Prev_Input_I ;
Prev_Prev_Input_I = Prev_Input_I;
Prev_Input_I = Curr_Input_I;
Curr_Input_I = IL_Cosine;
float Diff_Var_I = ((Curr_Input_I - Prev_Prev_Input_I3) / (4*cfSampling_Time)) * (-1.0)/(2*g_fpi* g_flinefreq);
return Diff_Var_I;
}
//******************************************************************************************
// alphaBeta_dq_Transformatio: Creates dq components of voltage and current
*
//******************************************************************************************
void alphaBeta_dq_Transformation (float Vout_Cosine,float Vout_Sine,float IL_Cosine,float IL_Sine)
{
Vd = Vout_Cosine * cosf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime) + Vout_Sine * sinf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime);
Vq = (-1.0)*Vout_Cosine * sinf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime) + Vout_Sine * cosf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime);
Id = IL_Cosine * cosf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime) + IL_Sine * sinf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime);
Iq = ((-1.0)*IL_Cosine * sinf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime) + IL_Sine * cosf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime));
}
//******************************************************************************************
// dq_PI_Controller: Contains voltage and current compensator loops
*
//******************************************************************************************
void dq_PI_Controller()
{
//--------------------------------------Voltage loop for D channel-----------------------------------------------------------//
Current_Ref_d1 = Current_Ref_d;
Vd_Error1 = Vd_Error;
Vd_Error = Vdref - Vd;
Current_Ref_d= volt_b1*Vd_Error1 +volt_b0*Vd_Error – volt_a1*Current_Ref_d1;
if ( Current_Ref_d > UpValueCurr){
Current_Ref_d = UpValueCurr;}

// Limiter

if ( Current_Ref_d < LowValueCurr){
Current_Ref_d = UpValueCurr;}

// Limiter

//--------------------------------------Current loop for D channel-----------------------------------------------------------//
Dd_Prev2 = Dd_Prev1;
Dd_Prev1 = Dd;
Id_Error2 = Id_Error1;
Id_Error1 = Id_Error;
Id_Error = Current_Ref_d - Id;
Dd = cur_b2*Id_Error2 + cur_b1*Id_Error1 +cur_b0*Id_Error – cur_a2*Dd_Prev2 – cur_a1*Dd_Prev1;
if ( Dd >= 1.0){
Dd = 1.0;}
if ( Dd <= -1.0){
Dd = -1.0;}
//---------------------------------------**********************-----------------------------------------------------------//
//--------------------------------------Voltage loop for Q channel-----------------------------------------------------------//
Current_Ref_q1 = Current_Ref_q;
Vq_Error1 = Vq_Error;
Vq_Error = Vqref - Vq;
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Current_Ref_q= volt_b1*Vq_Error1 +volt_b0*Vq_Error – volt_a1*Current_Ref_q1;

if ( Current_Ref_q > UpValueCurr){
Current_Ref_q = UpValueCurr;}
if ( Current_Ref_q < LowValueCurr){
Current_Ref_q = LowValueCurr;}

//--------------------------------------Current loop for Q channel-----------------------------------------------------------//
Dq_Prev2 = Dq_Prev1;
Dq_Prev1 = Dq;
Iq_Error2 = Iq_Error1;
Iq_Error1 = Iq_Error;
Iq_Error = Current_Ref_q - Iq;
Dq = cur_b2*Iq_Error2 + cur_b1*Iq_Error1 +cur_b0*Iq_Error – cur_a2*Dq_Prev2 – cur_a1*Dq_Prev1;
if ( Dq >= 1.0){
Dq = 1.0;}
if ( Dq <= -1.0){
Dq = -1.0;}
}
//******************************************************************************************
// dq_alphaBeta_Transformation: Transformation from DQ to stationary frame
*
//******************************************************************************************
float dq_alphaBeta_Transformation ()
{
//Returning the duty cycle Dαß
return ((Dd * cosf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime)) - (Dq * sinf(2*g_fpi*g_flinefreq*fTime)));
}
//******************************************************************************************
// Bandpass: Voltage bandpass filter
*
//******************************************************************************************
void Bandpass(float Inputchib)
{
input_Varb[n-2] = input_Varb[n-1];
input_Varb[n-1] = input_Varb[n];
input_Varb[n] = Inputchib;
output_Varb[n-2] = output_Varb[n-1];
output_Varb[n-1] = output_Varb[n];
output_Filterb = bb[n-2] * Inputchib +bb[n-1] * input_Varb[n-1] + bb[n] * input_Varb[n-2] - ab[n-1] * output_Varb[n-1] ab[n] * output_Varb[n-2];
output_Varb[n] = output_Filterb;
}
//******************************************************************************************
// Bandpassc: Current bandpass filter
*
//******************************************************************************************
void Bandpassc(float Inputchic)
{
input_Varc[n-2] = input_Varc[n-1];
input_Varc[n-1] = input_Varc[n];
input_Varc[n] = Inputchic;
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output_Varc[n-2] = output_Varc[n-1];
output_Varc[n-1] = output_Varc[n];
output_Filterc = bc[n-2] * Inputchic +bc[n-1] * input_Varc[n-1] + bc[n] * input_Varc[n-2] - ac[n-1] * output_Varc[n-1] ac[n] * output_Varc[n-2];
output_Varc[n] = output_Filterc;
}
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